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Intelligibility One of the eight variables on the rating form. It refers to how 
well a speaker’s “acoustic signal is accurately recovered by a 
listener. Raters were asked to assign a 35 to intelligibility if 
“key words are unintelligible and caused comprehension 
difficulty”. 
Comprehensibility One of the eight variables on the rating form. It refers to a” 
listeners’ ability to interpret the meaning of messages”. The 
score range is from 35 to 60. Its rubric is included in 
Appendix B. 
Fluency One of the eight variables on the rating form. It refers to “the 
flow of language” with corresponding characteristics such 
speech rate and hesitation phenomena. The score range is 
from 35 to 60. Its rubric is included in Appendix B. 
Coherence Organization of ideas. The score range is from 35 to 60. Its 
rubric is included in Appendix B. 
Logic One of the four coherence subcomponents. The description 
on the rating form is “arguments follow a logical order”. The 
score range is from 35 to 60. 
Topic Sentence One of the four coherence subcomponents. The description 
on the rating form is “has a topic”. The score range is from 35 
to 60. 
Transition One of the four coherence subcomponents. The description 
on the rating form is “has smooth transitions”. The score 
range is from 35 to 60. 
Relevance One of the four coherence subcomponents. The description 
on the rating form is “content is always relevant”. The score 
range is from 35 to 60. 
Disfluency 
manipulation 
(In this study) refers to removing all possible disfluency 
markers (pauses, repetitions and false starts) from a speech. 
FACETS A computer program of Multi-faceted Rasch Measurement 
that can investigate all the facets involved in psychometrics: 




Halo Thorndike coined the term “halo” in 1920 to refer to 
inadequate discrimination of ratee behavior, a general 
impression of the ratee, or perception of the ratee in terms of 
a salient dimension or characteristic.” Researchers in the 
1980s proposed the distinction between “true” halo and 
“illusory” halo. A halo is true if it reflects the natural 
correlations among proficiency components. Otherwise it is 
considered “illusory” if it distracts raters from making 
accurate judgment during rating. 
Infit  FACETS generates “information-weighted” estimates of the 
internal consistency of ratings on an item or of a rater, which 
may suggest unexpected patterns hard to explain for. The 
expected value is 1. 
PRAAT A free computer program designed by Paul Boersma and 
David Weenink for speech analysis in phonetics. 
Proficiency 
Component 
Composition of proficiency. CAF (Complexity, Accuracy and 
Fluency) has been the primary foci of research on proficiency 
components since 1990s. The Oral English Proficiency Test 
(OEPT) at Purdue University addresses six components: 
pronunciation, fluency, grammar, vocabulary, content and 
coherence. 
OEPT Profiles A hypothesis that at each OEPT score level, there are a 
certain number of prototypes or profiles, each featuring a 
typical development pattern of linguistic features. 
Outfit FACETS generates “outlier-sensitive” estimates of the 
internal consistency of ratings on an item or of a rater, which 
can be explained for by occasionally high or low ratings. The 
expected value is 1. 
Rating Hurdle (In this study) a distraction in a speaking test response 
associated with the saliency of one language aspect that 




Fulcher (1996) discussed “Surface phenomena” such as 
hesitation phenomena that can be easily coded but would not 




Refers to the dataset of 45 NP responses after five NP 
responses reported as unintelligible by at least two raters 
were removed from the original dataset of 50 NP responses. 
Utterance fluency Tavakoli and Skehan (2005) distinguished among cognitive 
fluency, utterance fluency and perceived fluency. Utterance 
fluency can be further broken down into speed fluency, 
breakdown fluency and repair fluency. 
Wilxocon Signed 
Rank test 
The non-parametric analogue of paired t-test for detecting 
median differences in dependent measures within the same 
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This study is an empirical attempt to examine how removal of all possible 
disfluency markers can help disentangle proficiency components assessed by 
the Oral English Proficiency Test (OEPT) in order to help build empirical 
foundations for establishing OEPT profiles. Silent and filled pauses, false starts 
and repetitions were removed from 50 test recordings in WAVEPAD SOUND 
EDITOR. Five trained OEPT raters rated the original and edited speeches. 
Statistical analyses addressed three research questions: 1) do fluency, 
comprehensibility and coherence ratings significantly change after the disfluency 
manipulation; 2) do correlations between fluency, comprehensibility, coherence 
and coherence subcomponents change after the disfluency editing; and 3) how 
do rater agreement and reliability change after such manipulation.  
The results suggest that disfluency may be a valid halo instead of a 
distractor: removing disfluency markers does not always lead to gain in fluency, 
comprehensibility or coherence scores; component correlations among fluency, 
coherence and comprehensibility are generally substantial while correlations 




general raters’ reliability was not affected by the manipulation; possible item 
order effects and halo effect were detected. The dissertation concludes with 








1.1. The Research Problem 
In spoken language, do possible disfluency markers such as pauses, false 
starts and unproductive repetitions significantly affect a listener’s ability to 
comprehend and follow a speaker’s message? Similarly, when rating a speaking 
test response, how do disfluency markers affect the scores of comprehensibility 
and coherence? In this study, I am interested in finding out whether or not test 
raters’ judgments of fluency, comprehensibility and coherence of speech 
samples from a test of oral English proficiency (the OEPT) would differ 
significantly from their judgments of the same speech samples once all possible 
disfluency markers have been removed. 
My intention is to shed light on the nature of selected components of oral 
English proficiency (fluency, comprehensibility and coherence). In addition, this 
study will contribute empirical evidence for establishing descriptions or profiles 
within the levels of oral English proficiency exhibited by OEPT test takers. These 
proficiency profiles could aid OEPT raters in rating the test.
In the remainder of Chapter 1, I provide a brief introduction to the context 
and inspiration of this study by discussing: 1) my exploration in profiling less 




reflected in OEPT raters’ comments. Following this background information, I 
present the rationale for conducting this research, the tasks completed prior to 
the experiment phase, and the three research questions that guided this study. 
At the end of Chapter 1, I give a brief overview of the remaining chapters of my 
dissertation. 
 
1.1.1. The Context – the OEPT Profiling 
The 1980s witnessed an increasing number of international teaching 
assistants (ITAs) in American undergraduate classrooms due to shortage of 
qualified American graduate students in science and engineering majors 
particularly (Ginther, 2003; McGregor, 2007). For the benefit for all involved, the 
assessment of prospective ITAs’ oral proficiency became standard procedure in 
many U.S. institutions of higher education to help ensure successful teaching 
and communication in undergraduate classrooms (Williams, 1992; Bauer & 
Tanner, 1994; Ginther, 2003). The Oral English Proficiency Test (OEPT) at 
Purdue University is an example of a high-stakes screening test for prospective 
ITAs. It has been administered by the Oral English Proficiency Program (OEPP) 
since 2001.  
The OEPT is also associated with teaching opportunities that provide 
international graduate students one of the important forms of financial support 
necessary for their pursuit of higher education in the United States. An additional 
benefit of the test is the data it provides to researchers interested in theories and 




One potential direction for better understanding of oral proficiency lies in 
the provision of the OEPT examinee performance profiles. OEPT profiling is a 
hypothesis that at each OEPT score level there are a certain number of 
prototypes or profiles, each featuring a typical development pattern of linguistic 
features due to different learner strategies and priorities employed by the 
examinees when taking the test (see Chapter 2.2 for more discussion of the 
OEPT profiling).  
OEPT performance profiles could also have worldly benefits: they could 
aid OEPT raters in visualizing the construct of oral proficiency across the OEPT 
score levels, and a prototype based on a profile may be easier to understand 
than written scale abstractions; in addition, identifying underdeveloped linguistic 
features may facilitate classroom placement of OEPT examinees who fail the test 
so that teaching/tutoring can be customized for specific learner groups.  
My exploration toward OEPT profiling started with a course project - 
“Language profiles of the OEPT borderline cases” (Cao, 2009). OEPT raters 
disagreed on five borderline examinees in terms of cutoff (certify versus non-
certify). For each of these examinees, two test items were transcribed, coded 
and analyzed in order to identify salient linguistic strengths, weaknesses and 
characteristics. This attempt was partially successful: all the five examinees 
showed general mastery of pronunciation, idiomaticity and grammar; however, 
their performance regarding syntax, content and organization was insufficient. 




with higher proficiency and/or that these five tests share a single OEPT profile. 
The study was exploratory in nature and the sample size was small.  
Hoping to further identify patterns of linguistic features, I sorted OEPT 
raters’ comments at lower score levels when rater disagreements were identified 
with respect to a single component. Regardless of whether the raters assigned 
the same holistic score or not, they might judge the same linguistic dimension of 
a single candidate differently. 
These differences inspired speculation: what could have caused raters to 
hold different impressions for the same linguistic component produced by an 
individual examinee? Might perceived disfluency be a “hurdle”, as one OEPT 
rater claimed, that affected raters’ judgment of other proficiency components? 
Would ratings of that individual’s speech change if disfluency markers were 
removed? These are the questions that sparked my dissertation. 
 
1.1.2. Entangled Proficiency Components 
Proficiency components could be intertwined in extemporaneous 
speeches possibly due to halo effect. In other words, raters might assign a set of 
trait scores based on a single salient, highly noticeable feature of an examinee’s 
(Iwashita, Brown, McNamara & O’Hagan, 2008). For example, Brown, Iwashita 
and McNamara (2005) reported that a large percentage of EAP specialists’ 
comments regarding pronunciation focused on intelligibility and were often 
negative. They further reasoned that unintelligibility might have taken the center 




raters from making accurate judgment of syntax and/or coherence. That is, raters 
were unable to see the forest because they were distracted by a tree. 
In fact, intelligibility of an individual itself might be rated differently. For 
example, one rater wrote, “sound substitutions frequently interfere with 
intelligibility” and assigned a holistic score of 35 to Examinee 9933 (analytic 
scores are not required on the OEPT rating website); a second rater on the same 
test commented on many things but never mentioned intelligibility and assigned a 
40. A third rater concluded, "her pronunciation is intelligible” and assigned a 40 
and additionally indicated that she was confident in her assignment of 40.  
In addition, raters sometimes disagree in their evaluation of organization 
or coherence in reference to the same test response. For example, one rater 
wrote “responses are well organized” and assigned a holistic score of 45 to 
Examinee 8272 while another rater commented “he does get the message 
across but it requires too much listener effort” (he didn’t specify what caused 
extra listener effort) and assigned a 40. A third rater gave a 40 and commented, 
“some answers are quite incoherent. Organization is very basic. Without knowing 
prompts I’m not sure if I’d always understand him.” 
While the subjective and relative nature of coherence may indeed have 
played a role in these raters’ disagreement, the example of Examinee 8103 (a 
retest) points to disfluency as a possible “rating hurdle”: all one OEPT rater wrote 
in the comments is “choppy delivery; struggles in delivering his message”. This 
rater assigned a holistic score of 40. A second rater wrote, “too much hesitation 




developed”. The score was also a 40. However, a third rater acknowledged 
fluency as a weakness but went on to write “responses are well organized and 
supported with examples” and assigned a 45.  
In this case, the first two raters seem to have focused more closely on the 
disfluent delivery while the third rater could somehow minimize the influence of 
disfluency and still go on to describe the response as largely coherent. At this 
point, the tinker in me asked the question that led to this dissertation: what if the 
seemingly excessive “hesitation and false starts” were taken out of the delivery? 
Would that affect the three raters’ ratings of the coherence of Examinee 8103’s 
responses? 
 
1.2. Rationale, Pre-tasks and Research Questions 
To the best of my knowledge, this study is the first of its kind in 
investigating the effect of removing all possible disfluency markers on proficiency 
component ratings, on component correlations and rater performance. The 
motivation was the potential provision of a better understanding of oral 
proficiency components in order to establish an empirical foundation for future 
OEPT examinee profiles. 
 
1.2.1 Rationale 
Limited researched has been reported addressing the effects of removing 
possible “rating hurdles” on the rating of other proficiency components. There are 




pauses on ratings of comprehensibility and accentedness (Foulke & Sticht, 1966; 
Flege, 1988; Munro & Derwing, 1996; Munro & Derwing, 1998), but not involving 
other possible disfluency markers such as restarts and repetitions or other 
proficiency components such as coherence. Besides, none of these studies 
examined proficiency component correlations or rater performance.  
 Yet findings of such research would lead to a better understanding of the 
construct of proficiency components and lay a stone toward empirical 
foundations for establishing OEPT profiles. Findings may also equip OEPT raters 
with due confidence and caution when they better understand their own rating 
mechanisms related to particular linguistic features.  
In fact, not many studies have been reported on the componential 
structure of proficiency (Iwashita et al, 2008). Existing literature on proficiency 
components has focused on the relative weight/contribution of individual 
components to the overall score (Adams, 1980; Higgs & Clifford, 1982; Magnan, 
1988; De Jong & Van Ginkel, 1992; Brown et al, 2005; Iwashita et al, 2008. 
Zhang and Elder (2011) and Kim (2009) studied differences between Native-
Speaking (NS) and Non Native Speaking (NNS) raters’ assessment of analytic 
features of proficiency. A few studies under the frame of CAF (complexity, 
accuracy and fluency) have focused on the interaction of components in L2 
performance (Ellis 1994, 2008; Skehan 1998; 2009; Robinson 2001; Towell 
2007), but most of them were mainly interested in the effect of task conditions on 




The study proposed by this dissertation attempts to make meaningful 
contribution to the existing literature in that it addresses a not fully discussed yet 
potentially important research direction: how might manipulation of one 
proficiency component affect the entire rating process and subsequent 
component ratings? While it would be too ambitious to examine all proficiency 
components in one study, it is more feasible to focus on two or three linguistic 
facets and examine their interaction. 
 
1.2.2. Pre-experiment Tasks  
After locking in the dissertation topic, three tasks were implemented 
before the experiment phase: selecting a “hurdle”, writing a protocol to remove 
the “hurdle” and filtering proficiency components that potentially interact with the 
“hurdle”. 
Firstly, disfluency was selected as the “hurdle”. Disfluency and 
unintelligibility are both common salient features of a less proficient L2 speech. 
Intelligibility was not chosen largely due to its relative nature. As explained by the 
rater disagreement in the case of Examinee 9933 in Chapter 1.1.2, intelligibility is 
largely “co-constructed” by both the speaker and the listener. Therefore, a 
listener’s exposure to, attitude about or tolerance for a certain accent could 
cause variability in judgment of intelligibility (Pickering, 2006). For example, a 
strongly accented ESL speaker may sound fluent and intelligible to listeners of 




someone with a third language background. Such variation creates real 
complexities that were perhaps impossible to sort.  
On the other hand, particular features of fluency (e.g., disfluency markers) 
have been relatively well defined and agreed upon by researchers, which could 
make the study more comparable and reproducible. 
Another reason for fluency to be chosen over intelligibility is the cost of 
manipulation. Once an extended speech has been made, major intelligibility 
variables such as segmental or prosodic features cannot be changed unless the 
speaker himself or herself reproduces part of or the whole speech, which could 
involve a very different consciousness and hence a different performance.  
On the contrary, fluency variables such as repetition, false starts and 
pauses in an extended speech can be simply taken out using sound editing 
software without affecting the neighboring sounds. The cost to naturalness would 
be probably less. Adequate research has also been reported on temporal 
variables of utterance fluency to facilitate selection, measurement and 
manipulation (Fulcher, 1996; Ginther, Dimova & Yang, 2010; OEPP, 2010). 
Adapted from the OEPP research definitions of disfluency markers, silent 
and filled pauses, repetitions and false starts were removed from the 50 NP 
responses in this study. Speech rate changed as a result, though was not directly 
altered by technical methods. That is to say, all the three aspects of utterance 
fluency (speed, breakdown and repair) defined by Tavakoli & Skehan (2005) 
have changed either directly or indirectly after the manipulation. Therefore, it is 




(Bosker, Pinget, Quene, Sanders & De Jong, 2013). Chapter 3 provides 
definitions of selected disfluency markers and specifications for removing them.  
Next, comprehensibility and coherence were chosen as interacting 
components of disfluency mainly because of their more subjective nature (hence 
more likely to be affected by a rating “hurdle”) and based on their correlation with 
fluency reported in previous literature (McGregor, 2007; Anderson-Hsieh & 
Koehler, 1988). Detailed definitions of the three components (fluency, 
comprehensibility and coherence) are provided in Chapter 2.  
McGregor (2007) argues that, to rate the coherence of a speech sample, a 
rater should be able to skip or ignore the process of production and hear the 
product – the message. Once distracted by the belabored production, a rater 
may abandon the task of judging coherence either consciously or subconsciously. 
In the example of Examinee 8103, raters’ coherence ratings are likely subject to 
a negative halo effect of the most salient feature - disfluency.  
Out of the concern that coherence might be a too general and overly 
subjective trait, scales identifying four contributors to coherence (e.g., the 
presence of a topic sentence, the development of a logical argument, the use of 
transitions and the relevance of the argument) were created in order to better 
understand the composition of coherence. These subcomponents were largely 
derived from Bamberg’s coherence scale (Bamberg, 1984) and Wikborg’s 11 
types of “coherence breaks” (Wikborg, 1990). Chapter 2.2.3 “Coherence” 




Grammar and vocabulary were not included because compared to 
comprehensibility and coherence, they have better defined rules and therefore 
might give less room for subjectivity or influence from the disfluency manipulation.  
The third finalist was comprehensibility. Although intelligibility and 
comprehensibility are commonly discussed together and accepted as related or 
correlated variables, intelligibility was not chosen, again, due to its relative nature 
as discussed earlier. Furthermore, correlations between comprehensibility, 
fluency and coherence have been reported in literature (Anderson-Hsieh & 
Koehler, 1988; Munro & Derwing, 1999; Derwing, Rossiter, Munro &Thomson, 
2004; Brown, Iwashita and McNamara, 2005; Pickering, 2006).  
After fluency, comprehensibility and coherence were targeted, rubrics 
(Appendix B) were created for them based on descriptors from the OEPT Holistic 
Scale levels (OEPP, 2009), Fulcher’s fluency descriptors (1996), Bamberg 
(1984)’s and McCulley (1985)’s coherence scales. The criteria mainly focus on 
listener effort, listener’s ability to follow the message relative to the linguistic 
aspect under examination and applicable features of fluency, such as false starts, 
speech rate and repetitions. The rubric for Coherence is more general since 
raters also have to rate its four subcomponents.  
However, detailed level descriptions were not provided for the four 
coherence subcomponents. Rather, the rating form (Figure 3.2) provides only 
one line of brief explanation for each contributor. The lack of level descriptors 
between 35 and 60 was a major reason that some more in-depth investigations 




1.2.3. Finding Research Questions 
Meaningful research questions are the soul to an empirical study. Due to 
lack of research in this direction, the questions for this study are exploratory in 
nature, reaching into all important aspects of rating: test scores, test item 
correlation and rater performance. With that being said, all the questions focus 
on possible differences brought by taking all possible disfluency markers out of 
the spoken test responses. 
The first question is do fluency, comprehensibility and coherence ratings 
significantly change after the removal of disfluency markers. Besides seeking to 
confirm the significant contribution of disfluency markers to overall fluency ratings 
(Bosker et al, 2013), a more relevant and important question is, does disfluency 
affect a listener’s comprehension of and ability to follow a message?  
Fluency ratings were expected to increase significantly after all possible 
disfluency markers were removed. Bosker et al (2013) reported that their 
regression model including the objective measures of all three fluency aspects 
(speed, breakdown and repair fluency) yields an adjusted R2 of 0.8378 while the 
model including the subjective ratings of all these three fluency aspects yields an 
adjusted R2 of 0.9208. The large adjusted R2 in both cases means statistically 
significant contribution of these three fluency aspects as a whole (in both 
objective and subjective measures) to the overall fluency ratings.  
Comprehensibility ratings are expected to go up as well. Hinofitis and 
Bailey (1981) reported that freshmen’s evaluations of ITA’s recorded speeches 




comprehensibility, less important than pronunciation but more important than 
grammar and vocabulary (as cited from Anderson-Hsieh & Koehler, 1988). 
However, it is not clear what kind of correlation or significance the fourth most 
important factor denotes. If a change occurs in comprehensibility ratings, the 
change may serve as an evidence of an interaction between these two 
components of oral proficiency.  
It is expected that coherence ratings will also increase if disfluency is a 
major contributor to raters’ inability to follow a message (as suggested by the 
case of two raters’ ratings of Examinee 8103). Based on McGregor’s argument 
(2007), a rater may need to skip or ignore a speaker’s cumbersome production 
process in order to hear the message or attend to coherence. 
Nevertheless, an overall increase in component ratings could be a 
warning of a positive “halo effect” associated with raters’ impression of better 
fluency. Thus, results need to be interpreted carefully. Last but not least, another 
likely scenario cannot afford to be ignored: the ratings of some or all components 
may not significantly change after the editing. No significant change in 
comprehensibility or coherence ratings might suggest that disfluency is a valid 
halo in that it does not keep raters from making the same judgment of other 
proficiency components. 
The second research question is do correlations between fluency, 
comprehensibility and coherence significantly change after the disfluency editing.  
As distinct but yet correlated constructs, oral proficiency components are 




all language aspects. In reality, this may not be happening as English learners 
often have different emphases in learning or resort to different strategies. This is 
also the original inspiration for the OEPT profiling and what this study seeks to 
provide an empirical foundation for. 
So far, no studies have shed adequate light on this aspect. Xi and Mollaun 
(2006) and Sawaki (2007) both reported very high correlations among analytic 
dimensions on the TOEFL Academic Speaking Test (TAST). Observed 
correlations were between 0.72 and 0.95 among Language Use (range, 
complexity, precision and automaticity of vocabulary and grammar), Delivery 
(pace and clarity of the speech) and Topic development (coherence and fullness 
of the response). However, the 14 raters perceived significant overlap in the 
three analytic dimensions: about half of them reported “some overlap” between 
all three dimensions; six of them suggested “much overlap” between delivery and 
language use and five raters reported “much overlap” between language use and 
topic development. Two other raters reported “much overlap” between delivery 
and topic development.  
Halo effect is another possible reason for overly high correlations between 
analytic dimensions. In Sawaki’s 2007 validation study of five analytic scales in a 
Spanish speaking test, the multivariate G theory analysis yielded extremely high 
universe-score (the analogue in G theory of “true score” in classical test theory) 
correlations (0.85 to 0.98) among five analytic dimensions, especially those 
among Vocabulary, Cohesion and Grammar. Such “highly correlated and yet 




Sawaki, by overlap of the constructs across the analytic scales and possible halo 
effect, which is allegedly common for rating a speaking test. 
For the second research question, fluency, comprehensibility and 
coherence are expected to show less than “extremely high” correlations due to 
the belief that there is less overlap in the scale descriptors (Appendix B) than 
reported in Xi & Mollaun (2006) and Sawaki (2007). However, “extremely” high 
correlations are expected between coherence and its subcomponents in that 1) 
significant association is necessary and essential between coherence and its 
sub-categories and 2) only a brief description was provided to raters for each 
coherence contributor and therefore significant overlap in raters’ operationalizing 
of such concepts might manifest itself.  
However, changes in component correlations need to be interpreted 
carefully and individually. For example, as suggested by the case of Examinee 
8103, the correlation between fluency and coherence will go down if raters are no 
longer distracted by the halo of disfluency but rather start to rate the two as 
distinct facets.  
The third and last question is do raters agree more on the same language 
feature when they no longer have disfluency to blame.  
In fact, the first and third question fundamentally both point to the validity 
of the halo of disfluency: are raters really distracted by disfluency when they rate 
comprehensibility or coherence? In other words, is the salient feature of a less 





According to Myford and Wolfe (2003), some researchers noticed the 
importance of distinguishing between “valid” halo and “invalid” halo as early as 
the 1980s. They argue that a halo is “true” when many traits are “quite naturally 
correlated with one another” (p.395). If the halo of disfluency is assumed to be 
true and valid, rater agreement in the coherence ratings may not change 
significantly as raters can make reliable and consistent judgment for proficiency 
components regardless of disfluency manipulation. 
Moreover, raters’ internal consistency and reliability as a group are also 
important parameters in interpreting changes in component ratings and 
correlations. Any change in component ratings or relationships that is 
accompanied by poor rater performance may not be considered a valid case.  
In sum, the following three research questions are addressed in this 
dissertation:  
1) Do ratings of fluency, comprehensibility and coherence (including 
coherence subcomponents) change significantly after pauses, false starts 
and repetitions have been removed in a speech?  
2) Do correlations between fluency, comprehensibility, coherence and 
coherence subcomponents change after the disfluency editing?  
3) Do rater agreement and reliability change after the disfluency editing? 
 
1.3. Overview of Chapters 
In a nutshell, this study proposed a research method to disentangle 




markers in oral proficiency test responses and investigated the effects of such 
manipulation on component ratings, component correlations and rater agreement. 
Chapter 2 reviews literature on 1) the construct of proficiency, 2) proficiency 
components relevant to this study: comprehensibility, fluency and coherence and 
3) data manipulation methods in language assessment and acquisition research. 
In Chapter 3, I describe the method employed in this study including instruments, 
variables, procedures and statistical analysis. Chapter 4 presents results of the 
analyses. Chapter 5 discusses findings related to each research question, 
implications and limitations of the study and concludes this dissertation with 








2.1. Components of Language Proficiency 
Components are always essential to the construction of a proficiency 
model.  (Chalhoub-Deville, 1997). To understand the notion of “components”, it is 
important to briefly review the evolution of the construct of proficiency and some 
major componential models of proficiency in first and second language 
acquisition studies.  
Linguists have defined “language proficiency” with more than one term: 
proficiency, competence, knowledge, language ability, and performance. 
According to Chomsky (1965), language proficiency is solely attributable to a 
speaker’s innate grammatical system that cannot be learned. Abstract and ideal 
as Chomsky’s concept of “competence” is, his distinction between “competence” 
(knowledge of language) and “performance” (the actual use of language) has 
been influential in the field of linguistics.  
To make “competence” more related to the real speaker-hearer instead of 
Chomsky’s ideal speaker-hearer, Hymes (1972) introduced the social dimension 
to “competence” by arguing that sociolinguistic and cognitive factors such as 
motivation and emotional state can affect successful language use in a concrete 




but also appropriately in order to be socially acceptable, Hymes invented the 
term “communicative competence” to complement the notion of “linguistic 
competence”. He also defined “performance” as “actual use” or “actual events”. 
Hymes’ notion of communicative competence was intended for providing a 
framework for first language use. However, his work became the major basis for 
Canale and Swain’s Communicative Competence Model (CCM) for second 
language theory and research (1980). More importantly, Canale and Swain are 
the first scholars that introduced an extended concept of language components 
to second language curriculum development and language testing (Iyldyz, 2007). 
The CCM consists of grammatical competence (knowledge of lexical items and 
rules of morphology, syntax, sentence-grammar semantics, and phonology), 
sociolinguistic competence (sociocultural rules of use and rules of discourse) and 
strategic competence (verbal and non-verbal communicative strategies to 
compensate for a breakdown in communication due to performance variables or 
insufficient competence) (Canale & Swain, 1980). Canale (1983) later added a 
fourth component to CCM: discourse competence, referring to achievement of 
the unity of a text through cohesion in form and coherence in meaning. 
To validate components of communicative competence, Bachman and 
Palmer (1982) found via confirmatory factor analysis that the model (CCM) with 
one general trait and two specific trait factors (grammatical/pragmatic 
competence and sociolinguistic competence) would best fit their data. In fact, 
Bachman also re-categorized the components in Canale and Swain’s model to 




strategic and psychophysiological competence. CLA is described as a 
“componential interpretation” of communicative proficiency supported by 
empirical foundations (Bachman, 1990a).  
In the CLA model, Linguistic competence consists of organizational 
competence and pragmatic competence. While organizational competence 
comprises grammatical competence (knowledge of vocabulary, syntax and 
phonology) at the sentence level and textual competence (knowledge of 
cohesion, rhetorical organization and conversational organization) at the 
discourse level, pragmatic competence is further divided into illocutionary 
competence (knowledge of communicative action and how to carry it out) and 
sociolinguistic competence (Fraser, 1990).  
Strategic competence is the ability to relate knowledge of language and 
knowledge of the world to the context of communication. Psychophysiological 
competence refers to the auditory/visual mechanisms and the 
receptive/productive mode in language use, i.e., the actual execution of language 
as a physical phenomenon (such as neuromuscular skills). Bachman and Palmer 
(1996) later modified the CLA model by adding affective factors (emotional 
responses to a topic) such as self-esteem, risk-taking or inhibition.  
From the mid-1990s on, CAF (Complexity, Accuracy and Fluency) 
became the “primary foci” of SLA research regarding proficiency components 
inspired by advances in cognitive psychology and psycholinguistics (Housen & 
Kuiken, 2009) and “has proved useful measures of second language 




Skehan (1989) was the first to include Complexity, Accuracy and Fluency 
as three principal proficiency dimensions of a L2 model. Such a triad originated 
from the dichotomy of Accuracy and Fluency in the 1980s. Brumfit (1984) was 
among the first scholars who distinguished between fluency-oriented activities, 
“which foster spontaneous oral L2 production”, and accuracy-oriented activities, 
which focus on linguistic form and grammaticality (as cited in Housen & Kuiken, 
2009, p.461). As “complexity and accuracy are seen as relating primarily to L2 
knowledge representation and to the level of analysis of internalized linguistic 
information, fluency is primarily related to learners’ control over their linguistic L2 
knowledge, as reflected in the speed and ease with which they access relevant 
L2 information to communicate meanings in real time” (Housen & Kuiken, 2009, 
p.462). 
The three constructs of CAF have remained controversial due to lack of 
theoretical support and empirical evidence in spite of long research interest 
(Housen & Kuiken, 2009). Various definitions and interpretations coexist. 
Nevertheless, the working definition of complexity has been commonly described 
as the extent of elaborate and varied language use (Ellis, 2003) while accuracy 
as the ability to produce error-free language, and fluency as the ability to process 
the L2 with native-like rapidity (Lennon, 1990b) or the extent of manifestation of 
pausing, hesitation or reformulation (Ellis, 2003). 
In sum, such “profusion of language proficiency models” and yet “slim 
empirical foundations” have contributed to the “less than ideal union between 




(Chalhoub-Deville, 1997, p.4). Many proficiency tests have tailored a certain 
proficiency model or a combination of models to their assessment needs. For 
example, The OEPT at Purdue addresses six proficiency components in their 
scale: pronunciation, fluency, grammar, vocabulary, content and coherence. The 
OEPT raters are trained to map such components when using a holistic scale for 
scoring.  
 
2.2. Empirical Studies of Proficiency Components  
The OEPT profiling is an innovative exploration in terms of the proficiency 
componential structure. The idea can go back to Douglas’s proposition that the 
same holistic score may represent qualitatively different speaker performances 
(Douglas, 1994; Xi & Mollaun, 2006; Brown, Iwashita & McNamara, 2005). It is 
also a response to Larsen-Freeman’s proposition that “difference and variation 
need to move to the center of language acquisition research” based on the 
findings that learners displayed distinct orientations and paths (2009).  
Defined as “informal evaluation procedures of language behavior that 
attempt to be comprehensive in the linguistic domains under investigation”, the 
term “linguistic profiling” is initially intended for assessment and treatment of 
language disorders, especially grammatical disabilities in children in their L1 
development (Clahsen, 1985). The prerequisite to establishing such a profile is 
the developmental stages for children to acquire an L1 linguistic domain. The 
stages are so-called “accepted sequence of acquiring certain syntactic or 




On the other hand, an L2 profile is defined as a “bidimensional process of 
acquisitional sequences and inter-subject variation” (Clahsen, 1985) and could 
be a highly complex structure due to variations in individual learners’ strategies 
and priorities. For example, an L2 learner who believes that fluency is the first 
priority to acquire may sacrifice accuracy, content development or coherence to 
achieve fast pace and minimal hesitation. Another type of learners may be more 
conscious of form so that they may slow down or even pause to plan ahead or 
correct themselves during speaking. 
Regarding proficiency components, research has been reported on 
component distinctiveness, interaction and their relative contribution to the 
overall proficiency score. In general, studies of component distinctiveness and 
interaction are few in number, limited in variables and inconclusive in nature. 
More research will be needed to address better definition of components and 
their inter-relationships. 
Xi and Mollaun (2006) used Generalizability analyses to investigate the 
dependability of analytic scores, distinctness of analytic dimensions and 
variability of analytic score profiles on the TOEFL Academic Speaking Test 
(TAST). The three dimensions they studied are Delivery (pace and clarity of the 
speech in which pronunciation, intonation, speech rate and degree of hesitancy 
are assessed), Language use (range, complexity, precision and automaticity of 
vocabulary and grammar) and Topic development (coherence and fullness of the 
response). Correlations between each analytic aspect and the holistic score are 




and language use. However, the three dimensions are found to be highly 
correlated and perceived as overlapping in definition by raters. For example, 
cohesive devices are defined as part of language use, but it also contributes to 
topic development. 
Sawaki’s validation study of the five analytic scales in a Spanish speaking 
test reported extremely high universe-score (analogue of “true score” in classical 
test theory) correlations (0.85 to 0.98) among five analytic dimensions, especially 
among Vocabulary, Cohesion and Grammar. Sawaki argues that such “highly 
correlated and yet multicomponential nature of language ability” is due to the 
overlap of the constructs across the analytic scales and possible halo effect, 
which is allegedly common for rating a speaking test. 
One popular line of research interest related to the componential 
dimension of proficiency models is the relative weight/contribution of individual 
components to the overall score (Adams, 1980; Higgs & Clifford, 1982; Magnan, 
1988; De Jong & Van Ginkel, 1992; Brown et al, 2005; Iwashita et al, 2008). In 
scaling studies, it is often addressed as relationships between analytic scores 
and the holistic score (Sasaki & Hirose, 1999; Sawaki, 2007; Xi, 2007). 
Adams (1980) investigated how five language aspects (accent, 
comprehension, vocabulary, fluency, and grammar) contribute to the global score 
on the Foreign Service Institute (FSI) Oral Interview and found vocabulary and 
grammar to be the main distinguishing factor. McNamara (1990) reported similar 
findings that Resources of Grammar and Expression appeared to be the 




study (1988), a significant relationship was found between percentage of 
grammatical errors and the Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) rating.  
Sasaki and Hirose (1999) developed an analytic rating scale for Japanese 
L1 writing including six analytic criteria: clarity of the theme, appeal to the readers, 
expression, organization, knowledge of language forms and social awareness. 
They found that the explanatory power of each criterion can vary from 
composition to composition and thus concluded that the six criteria should have 
equal weighting. Similarly, Sawaki (2007) reported in a construct validation study 
of analytic rating scales for L2 speaking assessment that among five analytic 
scales (Pronunciation, Vocabulary, Cohesion, Organization and Grammar), 
Grammar was found to explain the largest portion (33.63%) of the composite 
universe-score variance. 
Higgs and Clifford (1982) proposed the Relative Contribution Model (RCM) 
and claimed that components contribute differently to the global rating at different 
levels. For example, results from De Jong and Van Ginkel (1992) showed 
significant contribution of pronunciation at the lower level versus fluency 
becoming more important at the higher end whereas accuracy and 
comprehensibility did not move across levels. 
Another dimension of research related to the componential structure, 
especially to the CAF structure, is the interaction of components in L2 
performance (Ellis, 1994, 2008; Skehan, 1998, 2009; Robinson, 2001; Towell, 
2007). It is proposed that attending to the input and monitoring the output may 




In the actual process of production, a complex system of “trade-offs and 
interconnections” may exist between features of fluency, accuracy and 
complexity (Lennon, 1990b). This is especially true when L2 speakers have 
different production foci. Many argued that development of fluency, accuracy and 
complexity (CAF) would compete against each other due to limited human 
attention and processing capacity (Lennon, 1990b; Skehan, 1998; Yuan & Ellis, 
2003; Housen & Kuiken, 2009). On the other hand, Robinson (2003) proposed a 
different view that learners can simultaneously access multiple attention pools 
and be “pushed” to greater accuracy and complexity of L2 production by the 
increasing cognitive demands of tasks. 
A limited number of empirical studies also investigated relationships 
between specific measures of fluency and a linguistic dimension 
(comprehensibility in most cases) and the results are inconclusive.  
For example, Trofimovich and Baker (2006) and Kang (2010) found that 
duration of silent pauses contributes to the judgment of accentedness: longer 
silent pauses are associated with a more likelihood of being judged as accented. 
Fayer and Krasinski (1987) found that hesitation patterns were most frequently 
cited as the main barrier for their listener participants to understand L2 spoken 
texts. Kang (2010), however, found that hesitations were only marginally 
correlated with comprehensibility ratings. Mean number of words per run and 
articulation rate were reported as more important factors instead. Watanabe and 
Rose (2012) found such studies problematic for two reasons: that the native 




that the experimental tasks listeners complete are not necessarily authentic 
communicative events.  
CAF (complexity, accuracy and fluency) are also often used as dependent 
variables to assess the effect of independent variables such as acquisitional level 
or task features (Pallotti, 2009). Researchers into tasks tend to use “more precise 
operationalizations of underlying constructs” than global performance ratings (De 
Jong et al.t, 2012). De Jong et al. (2012) point out that no evidence suggests that 
proficiency or overall performance be the sum of these three linguistic measures 
(CAF). Rather, other linguistic measures have to be investigated appropriate to 
the research purpose. 
 
2.2.1. Comprehensibility 
Although comprehensibility is not listed as one of the six proficiency 
components on the OEPT analytic scale, it is often mentioned by OEPT raters. 
Munro and Derwing (1995; 2007) defined comprehensibility as “the listener’s 
perception of the difficulty involved in understanding a L2 speaker”. Due to its 
more subjective nature, comprehensibility is commonly measured by ratings on 
an either 5-point or 9-point Likert scale.  
The terms intelligibility and comprehensibility had been often used 
interchangeably (Smith & Nelson, 1985), but the two constructs are now widely 
accepted to be independent linguistic phenomena (Munro & Derwing, 1995; 
Munro & Derwing, 1999; Pickering, 2006; Berns, 2008). According to Hustad 




accurately recovered by a listener”, with one of its popular measurement 
methods being orthographic transcription of speech samples. On the other hand, 
comprehensibility is more “contextual” (p.563), often construed as listeners’ 
ability to “interpret the meaning of messages” and therefore can be measured 
through answering comprehension questions or summarizing the content of 
messages. 
Researchers found it hard to agree on what linguistic variables contribute 
more than others to intelligibility or comprehensibility (Pickering, 2006). Partly this 
is due to different target languages under study and use of different 
methodologies. (Munro & Derwing, 1999). Some researchers believe that 
intelligibility and comprehensibility are “co-constructed” by the speaker and the 
listener or based on interaction between the speaker, listener, social context and 
the environment (Pickering, 2006). For example, listener familiarity with a certain 
accent or topic, listener attitude and even environmental noise as well as the L2 
speaker’s accent can all affect ratings of both intelligibility and comprehensibility. 
However, it is believed that pronunciation instruction can help improve 
intelligibility and comprehensibility (Derwing, Munro, & Wiebe, 1998; Munro & 
Derwing, 1995a; Field, 2005).  It is reported in literature that comprehensibility 
has various degree of correlations with a speaker’s fluency, grammatical 
accuracy, lexical choice and richness, frequency of errors, discourse marking or 
coherence of a text/speech and familiarity of topic, speaker and foreign accent 
(Anderson-Hsieh & Koehler, 1988; Williams, 1992; Derwing, Rossiter, Munro 




For ITAs, planning and subsequently increased discourse marking may 
also play a role in increasing their speech comprehensibility (Williams, 1992). In 
a study examining the effects of planning on comprehensibility and discourse 
marking in NNS production, Williams found that during planned production, ITAs 
produced a larger number of more explicit discourse markers and fewer 
unmarked key statements, which were associated with higher comprehensibility 
ratings than those for the unplanned ITA group. It was also found that planning 
failed to yield significant differences in terms of syntactic, lexical and 
morphological errors between the planned and unplanned groups. Therefore, 
increased organization and presumably coherence can cover difficiencies in 
other areas of production. 
For this study, comprehensibility is measured on a Likert scale from 35 to 
60 (the level 35 descriptor says “Sometimes I am totally lost about what the 
speaker is saying” and the 60 descriptor is “I can perfectly understand what the 
speaker is saying with ease. No listener effort is required”). Based on reported 
research, comprehensibility ratings are expected to go up after the removal of all 
possible disfluency markers in that it has been reported that fluency as the fourth 
important factor for speaker comprehensibility (Anderson-Hsieh & Koehler, 1988). 
 
2.2.2. Fluency 
Fluency is a proficiency component addressed by the OEPP analytic scale 
and often the topic of rater comments. The definition of fluency is never agreed 




1990b). Yet now many researchers adopted a more narrow definition of fluency 
and agree that fluency even in the narrow sense is multidimensional (Housen, 
Kuiken & Vedder, 2012).  
According to Fillmore (1979), fluency is related to 1) the ability to fill time 
with fast talk, 2) the ability to produce semantically dense speech; 3) the ability to 
perform in several pragmatic aspects of language, and 4) the ability to speak with 
creativity and imagination, building metaphors, punning and making jokes with 
the meanings and sounds of words. Lennon defines fluency as “a listener’s 
impression that the psycholinguistic processes of speech planning and speech 
production are functioning easily and efficiently” (1990b, p.391). Consequentially, 
some scholars consider fluency as a relative construct because fluency is not 
only in a speaker’s speech but also in a listener’s perception (De Jong et al, 2012; 
McGregor, 2007).  
Based on the recognition of the importance of the listener, Tavakoli and 
Skehan’s study (2005) distinguished cognitive fluency, utterance fluency and 
perceived fluency. A fluent speaker has to have the capability to efficiently plan 
and execute his speech (cognitive fluency). However, it also depends on the 
listener’s judgment whether the pausing in a speech is excessive or not 
(perceived fluency). 
The central quality of fluency, including disfluency markers such as 
hesitations, repetitions and self-corrections, is referred to as “utterance fluency” 
or temporal aspects depending on the context. Under this category, Tavakoli and 




fluency and repair fluency. Housen et al (2012) point out the recent trend of 
emphasizing utterance fluency in research community: 
Following Skehan (2003, 2009; Tavakoli & Skehan 2005), at least three 
subdimensions of fluency can be distinguished: speed fluency (rate and 
density of linguistic units produced), breakdown fluency (number, length 
and location of pauses), and repair fluency (false starts, misformulations, 
self-corrections and repetitions). Thus defined, fluency is mainly a 
phonological phenomenon, in contrast to accuracy and complexity, which 
can manifest themselves (and hence can be investigated) at all major 
levels of language structure and use (i.e. the phonological, lexical, 
morphological, syntactic, socio-pragmatic level). (p.5) 
Utterance fluency can be assessed by human impression (Luoma, 2004). 
For example, a listener can certainly decide if pausing or repair is excessive or 
not by impression. More often, however, when used as a technical term, 
utterance fluency can be and has been objectively measured (Tavakoli & Skehan, 
2005; De Jong et al, 2012; Housen & Kuiken, 2009).  
Utterance fluency variables have been widely used in research (Fulcher, 
1996; Tavakoli & Skehan, 2005; Ginther et al, 2010; OEPP, 2010; De Jong et al, 
2012; Bosker et al, 2013). Blake (2006) categorized about 50 temporal variables 
into three groups: quantity of production (total response time, speech time and 
speech time ratio), rate of production (speech rate, articulation rate and mean 
syllables per run) and disruptions in production (location, duration and frequency 
of pauses, especially filled pauses). 
However, Fulcher (1987; 2003) argues that it is difficult to quantitatively 
measure fluency based on several disfluency markers (such as pauses, 
repeating syllables or words, changing words, correcting the use of cohesive 




He attributed the difficulty of doing so to non-linearity. For example, increasing 
pauses do not necessarily indicate lower proficiency. The non-linearity makes it 
hard to associate temporal variables with linear rating scales.  
Echoing the argument for non-linearity, Fulcher (1996) suggested that 
researchers must provide explanation in their coding system of such as pauses 
regarding why fluency is disrupted by occurrence of a certain phenomenon and 
why it is not. For example, raters would have the impression of certain pauses to 
serve as “planning” whereas of other pauses to be “breakdown of 
communication”. Fulcher proposed and validated a fluency scale he made using 
eight “explanatory categories”. He first validated eight “explanatory” categories of 
disfluency phenomena coded from ELTS live interviews by using them to predict 
ELTS scores, and then validated a fluency scale based on these eight categories 
by having five raters rate three tasks using this scale. A reliability coefficient of 
0.9 and an inter-rater generalizability coefficient of 0.93 were reported (p.226).   
Nonetheless, a great quantity of work has been reported on relating 
various temporal variables to perceived fluency (Lehtonen, 1981; Lennon, 1984; 
Hieke, 1985; Freed, 1995; Towel et al, 1996; Kormos & Denes, 2004; Rhode, 
1985; Bosker et al, 2013). Among all variables, speech rate was reported as “the 
most salient parameter” of fluency (Lehtonen, 1981; Lennon, 1984; Hieke, 1985; 
Freed, 1995). Mean length of run was also reported to correlate with fluency 
(Towel et al, 1996; Cucchiarini, Strik, & Boves, 2000; Kormos & Denes, 2004). 
While reduction of silent pause time, number of filled pauses, and repetitions 




1985; Lennon, 1990b), in other cases neither filled pauses nor silent pauses 
were found to correlate with fluency (Kormos and Denes, 2004). Bosker et al’s 
study (2013) found that pause and speech rate best predicted the ratings of 
perceived fluency, as evidenced by their linear regression results, whereas repair 
measures contributed the least.  
Models including all three types of fluency measures/subjective ratings 
yielded the highest adjusted R2 in multi linear regression analyses as compared 
to models including only one or two types of fluency measures/subjective ratings 
(Bosker et al, 2013). Therefore, the effect of the disfluency manipulation was 
expected to be maximal on fluency ratings after silent and filled pauses 
(breakdown), repetitions and false starts (repair) were removed and speech rate 
(speed) was changed as a result of the removal. 
 
2.2.2.1. Speech Rate 
Consensus has been reached that speech rate is a good indicator of 
fluency due to its high correlation with fluency (Wood, 2001). Commonly reported 
measures of rate are speech rate, articulation rate and mean length per run 
(MLR) (Ginther et al, 2010). Speech rate (SR) is calculated by dividing the total 
number of syllables by the amount of total time (including pausing time) (Towell 
et al, 1996)).  Articulation rate removes the time of silent pauses from the total 
time. MLR is number of syllables divided by number of runs (a run refers to 
syllables between two silent pauses equal to or longer than a certain cutoff (0.25 




The average rate of speech for English speakers in the US is reported to 
be about 150 words per minute (NCVS) and that for interviews in British English 
speech ranges from 160 to 210 word per minute (Gotz, 2013). Munro & Derwing 
(1995b) found that high-proficiency L2 learners tend to speak or read at a slower 
rate than native speakers. Listeners prefer a lower speech rate of L2 speakers 
than that of native speakers, with an optimal rate being around 207 words per 
minute (not faster or slower) for read speech samples (Foulke & Sticht, 1966; 
Foulke, 1968; Munro & Derwing, 1998). The reasons for such preference are 
said to be that the L2 speakers have more time to articulate better and that the 
listeners have more time to process what they hear (Munro & Derwing, 1998).  
In fact, neither a fast nor an intentionally slower-than-normal speech rate 
would help improve accentedness, intelligibility or comprehensibility. Munro and 
Derwing (1998) found that further reduced speech rate does not help 
accentedness or comprehensibility. Neither do English native-speaking listeners 
prefer such a further reduction. In their study, articulation rate (instead of speech 
rate) was used to measure the speaking rate in the two experiments. In 
experiment 1, twenty native English speakers rated comprehensibility and accent 
of two sentences (18 words) read by 10 highly-proficient Chinese English 
learners at normal speech rate first and then at a speech rate that the speakers 
think as half as normal. Eight out of the 10 Mandarin speakers were considered 
more accented and less comprehensible when they slowed down.  
In experiment 2, speech compression-expansion software was used to 




were created along with the original “normal rate”: “mean English rate” (4.9 
syllable/second), “mean Mandarin rate” (3.8 syllable/second) and “reduced rate” 
(3.4 syllable/second). A new group of 20 English native-speaking listeners rated 
the appropriateness of the speech rates. Then they used regression to predict 
the optimal speaking/reading rate for the Mandarin speakers. The predicted rate 
was 4.1 syllable per second, comparable to the preferred rate of 207 words per 
minute in Foulke and Sticht’s 1966 study. Speeding up of the 5 slowest Mandarin 
speakers also had a beneficial effect on the raters’ rating of appropriateness.  
Based on such findings, it suggested that ELF teachers need to train 
students to attend to rate wisely and not to speed up or slow down “blindly at all 
cost” (Brown, 2003). The caveat for such studies is that only a small number of 
short sentences were used as stimulus instead of extended impromptu speeches. 
Ginther et al (2010) in their analysis of temporal measures of OEPT 
examinees’ fluency found that although speech rate is a good discriminator 
between Chinese 3s and Chinese 4s, it offers little for distinguishing Chinese 4s 
and Chinese 5s as well as Chinese 5s and Hindi 5s. Their explanation is that 
there is possibly a performance threshold around 200 syllables per minute or an 
average of 10 syllables per run. 
 
2.2.2.2. Pauses 
Regarded as the pioneer of pausology (Griffiths, 1991), Goldman-Eisler 
(1968) stated that a normal L1 speaker spends an average of 50% of the speech 




over-estimate). Defining fluency as minimally hesitant and maximally pause-free, 
Fillmore (1979) treated pauses as speech errors, disruption and disfluencies.  
However, disfluecies are now believed to be not necessarily the opposite 
of fluency (Wu, 2008). Pauses, hesitations and even adjustments and 
readjustments have been found to be a necessary part of spontaneous native 
speech due to the need of planning and processing (Chafe, 1980; Chafe, 1985; 
Griffiths, 1990; Bygate, 2001). Native speech is perceived as fluent despite all 
the pauses as long as the juncture, duration and frequency of such pauses are 
appropriate (Riazantseva, 2001).  
Silent and filled pauses are among the most commonly studied in L1 and 
L2 acquisition studies (Watanabe & Rose, 2012). Frequency and length of 
pauses, especially where they occur, have provided rich information about the 
nature of fluency (Wood, 2010). Silent (or unfilled) pauses are simply silence in 
spontaneous speech. Very short silence is considered an articulatory need 
instead of hesitation or pausing. Different cut-offs were reported for silent pauses: 
0.1 seconds (Griffiths 1991; Riazantseva, 2001), 0.2 seconds, 0.25 seconds 
(Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Raupach, 1987; Hilton, 2009), 0.3 seconds (Raupach, 
1980), 0.4 seconds (Fortkamp, 1998; Derwing, Munro, Thomson & Rossiter, 
2009; Tavakoli, 2011) and 0.5 seconds (Riggenbach, 1991; Fortkamp, 2005). 
Griffiths (1991) used the 0.1 and 3 seconds for the lower and upper limit of 
“unfilled pauses.” In general, decrease in frequency, length and ratio of silent 
pauses was found to be associated with higher fluency (Lennon, 1990a; 




Filled pauses are voiced fillers which normally do not contribute additional 
lexical information, including nonlexical fillers (such as “uh” and “uhm”), “sound 
stretches” (vowel elongation) and lexical fillers (words with little or no semantic 
information) (Riggenbach, 1991, p.426). Results of studies on frequency and 
duration of pauses appear mixed and inconclusive (Wood, 2010). Ginther et al’s 
study (2010) found a strong correlation between silent pause and the OEPT 
score whereas no significant correlations were present between any measures of 
filled pauses and the overall performance ratings. Their explanation is that the 
average filled pause percentage represented no more than 3% of the Total 
Response Time for any group (whereas the average ratio of silent pause time to 
the total speech time ranges from 18% to 39%). 
Lennon (1990a) found no significant change in total filled pause time in 
four German English students after their 6-month stay in the L2 community. 
Freed (1995) compared American learners of French who spent a term abroad 
and those who remained in the US. She found that the fluent group had generally 
shorter and fewer silent and filled pauses, though the percentage of speech time 
taken up by pauses was similar, suggesting that speakers are idiosyncratic with 
respect to use of filled pauses.  
On the other hand, research regarding pause location in L2 speech 
appears conclusive: studies unanimously reported association of higher fluency 
with the location of pauses at clause junctures instead of within clauses (Lennon, 
1984; Deschamps, 1980; Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995). Moreover, the 




Riggenbach (1991) noted that the high group of Chinese students of English 
made “native-like” short pauses at junctures and often in isolation. On the 
contrary, the low group made a high number of regular silent pauses in clusters. 
Freed (1995) also reported that the study abroad students demonstrated higher 
oral fluency characterized by fewer clusters of disfluencies and longer streams of 
continuous speech.  
 
2.2.2.3. Repetitions, Corrections and False starts 
Studies of repair fluency focuses on how learners self-correct, repeat or 
restart utterances but the results are mixed (Wood, 2010). Riggenbach (1991) 
categorized measures of repair as retraced restarts and unretraced restarts: 
“retraced restart” refers to a reformulation in which part of the original utterance is 
repeated. It includes 1) repetition – exact adjacent repeats of sounds, syllables, 
words and phrases and 2) insertion – a retraced restart in which new/unretraced 
lexical items are added. On the other hand, “unretraced restart” refers to a 
reformulation in which the original utterance is rejected (p.427).  
Later, Freed (1995, p.130) defined four repair features in her study of two 
groups of American learners of French: “repetitions” of exact words, syllables or 
phrases; “reformulations/false starts” (repairs which suggest a decision to 
rephrase); “corrections/grammatical repair” (specific correction of a structural 
feature) and “partial repeat” (realized as a search for the appropriate form but 




Lennon’s 1990 study of the speech of four German learners of English in 
Britain found that the study abroad learners had fewer repetitions per t-unit after 
23 weeks but the number of self-correction, overall percent of repeated and self-
corrected words stayed fairly constant. Lennon attributed the increased self-
corrections per t-unit in 3 out of 4 subjects at Week 23 to “increased ability to 
reformulate, monitor and self-correct production on-line” (p.413) and part of 
fluency development. Freed (1995) also found that repairs were not indicative of 
lack of fluency. In fact, the high group (the “Abroad” group) used more 
reformulations and repetitions than did the “at home” group. Freed’s explanation 
was that the Abroad group attempted more linguistic expressions due to enriched 
input abroad and a larger repertoire of language. 
Riggenbach’s 1991 study of fluency development in 6 Chinese learners of 
English failed to provide insight into the link between repairs and fluency ratings 
due to small sample size and interference of other temporal variables and 
excessive grammatical/syntactic errors.  
 
2.2.3. Coherence 
Like fluency, no unanimous agreement has been achieved in the definition 
of Coherence. It could mean “continuity of sense” (Beaugrande & Dressler, 1981), 
“the relationships that link the ideas in a text to create meaning” (Knoch, 2007, 
p.109) or “a quality of the mental representation of the text that is created by the 




In order to achieve coherence, ideas can be arranged in the order of 
sequence, space, importance, cause and effect, comparison and contrast, 
explanation and classification. Coherence and cohesion are inseparable in that 
cohesion contributes to coherence as form contributes to meaning (Kuo, 1995). 
Cohesion is “the grammatical and/or lexical relationships between the different 
elements of a text” whereas coherence is the kind of relationships not based on 
surface links but derived from thematic development, organization of information 
or communicative purpose of a discourse (Richard, Platt and Weber, 1985) (as 
cited in Kuo 1995, p.48). Therefore, cohesion is a relatively objective quality of 
discourse in that it is possible to identify cohesive ties such as reference, 
conjunction, lexical cohesive ties. (Todd, Thienpermpool & Keyuravong, 2004). 
On the other hand, coherence is the “less tangible ways of connecting discourse” 
and hence a more subjective feature (Knoch 2007, p.109). 
However, the presence of cohesion does not guarantee a coherent 
discourse in that coherence is realized at three levels: lexicon, sentence and 
organization of information (Kuo, 1995). Cohesive ties create only superficial 
transitions or connections between sentences (local coherence based on Van 
Dijk’s terminology), but not global coherence – “an overall structure, plan or 
schema that orders the propositions” (Bamberg, 1984, p.307).  
Bamberg cited Witte and Faigley (1981)’s comments on this matter: 
“…besides explicit links within a text, a text must conform to a reader’s 
expectations for particular types of texts and the readers’ knowledge of the world.”  




semantic structure to link all the propositions: “I bought this typewriter in New 
York. New York is a large city in the USA. Large cities often have serious 
financial problems.” (p.307) 
The common practice of measuring coherence is to rate it subjectively on 
a holistic scale, though which usually includes both aspects of coherence and 
cohesion. On the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), 
coherence at the top level C2 is described as “can create coherent and cohesive 
discourse making full and appropriate use of a variety of organizational patterns 
and a wide range of connectors and other cohesive devices.” The lowest level 
(A1) descriptor of coherence states: “can link words or group of words with very 
basic linear connectors like ‘and’ or ‘then’” (Luoma, 2004).  
Primary trait coherence scales were reported in literature such as in 
McCulley’s 1985 study, Bamberg’s 1984 study and Ball’s 1997 study. The four-
point holistic scale McCulley’s study used resembles an attempt to differentiate 
between cohesion and coherence. For example, Level 3 (p.281) describes: 
3 = Cohesion. Details are both gathered and ordered. Cohesion is 
achieved in the ways illustrated briefly in the definition above. 
Cohesion does not necessarily lead to coherence, to the successful 
binding of parts so that the sense of the whole discourse is greater 
than the sense of its parts. In pieces of writing that are cohesive 
rather than coherent, there are large sections of details which 
cohere but these sections stand apart as sections.  
  
Figure 2.1 Coherence Scale Level 3 in McCulley’s Study (1985) 
Bamberg’s study (1984) reported development and validation of a four-




features of both cohesion (local coherence) and global coherence. Compared 
with the scale McCulley used, Bamberg’s descriptors are more operationizable, 
mainly addressing topic/digression, orientation/context, sustenance of a plan, use 
of cohesive ties, sense of closure and interruption by errors. For example, Level 
4 (the highest level) (p.317-8) describes that: 
4=Fully Coherent 
Writer clearly identifies the topic 
Writer does not shift topics or digress 
Writer orients the reader by creating a context or situation 
Writer organized details according to a discernible plan that is sustained 
throughout the essay 
Writer skillfully uses cohesive ties such as lexical cohesion, conjunction, 
reference, etc. to link sentences and / or paragraphs together 
Writer often concludes with a statement that gives the reader a definite 
sense of closure 
Discourse flows smoothly – few or no grammatical and / or mechanical 
errors interrupt the reading process.  
  
Figure 2.2 Coherence Scale for Level 4 in Bamberg’s Study (1984) 
In fact, the vagueness of and difficulty to operationalize conventional 
coherence scale descriptors invited attempts at finding alternatives based on 
empirical data (Todd et al, 2004; Knoch, 2007). Todd et al’s study (2004) 
measured coherence objectively by counting average distance of moves 
between key concepts (frequent and salient nouns or NPs), percentage of 
coherence breaks (moves between key concepts with a high distance value 
which indicate an abrupt shift between topics) and number of moves/10 T-units. 
They found that the number of moves/10 T-units correlates closely with the 
teachers’ scores for coherence, which suggests that teachers are more likely to 




However, even though the topic-based analysis and teachers identified 
similar total number of coherence breaks, the locations of those breaks were not 
agreed upon in many cases. Todd et al (2004) explained that teachers and topic-
based analysis may be similarly unreliable in identifying coherence breaks due to 
inherently subjective nature of coherence. 
Knoch (2007) was the first to investigate transferability of the topical 
structure analysis (TSA) into a coherence rating scale for written samples. She 
coded t-units and sentence topic structures of 602 DELNA essays based on 
Schneider and Connor (1990)’s and Wu (1997)’s criteria and made a TSA scale 
based on the correlation between the category of TSA in an essay and the mean 
scores the essay had received from DELNA raters. Then she asked eight DELNA 
raters to rate coherence of 100 essays using both DELNA and TSA scales. 
FACETS results provided evidence that the TSA scale successfully differentiated 
between different proficiency levels and that raters rated more accurately on the 
TSA-based scale for using more band levels and ranking the candidates more 
similarly. The major caveat is the practicality of designing and using the TSA 
scale as they are both time-consuming. 
Wikborg (1990) reported eleven types of “coherence breaks” in Swedish 
university student essays that happen when a reader loses the thread of 
argument in the process of reading a text (such classification of coherence 
breaks were adopted by Kuo’s 1995 study). Five of the coherence breaks are 





1. Uncertain inference ties 
2. Missing or misleading sentence connection 
3. Malfunctioning cohesive tie (The type of cohesive tie does not 
actually hold, e.g., a contrast or illustration is signaled that is 
not borne out by the actual semantic relations established by 
the proposition[s].) 
4. Too great distance between the cohesive items in a cohesive 
chain 
5. Misleading distribution of given and new information within the 
sentence 
The other six coherence breaks are about organization of the text (p.134): 
1. Unspecific topic 
2. Unjustified change of/drift of topic 
3. Misleading paragraph division 
4. Misleading disposition (ordering of material) 
5. Irrelevance 
6. Misleading headings. 
In order to assess composition of coherence, four of Wikborg’s coherence 
breaks regarding organization of information were adopted and tailored for this 
study. They are Logic, Topic Sentence, Transition and Relevance.  
The break of “misleading disposition (ordering of material)” was translated 
to “Arguments follow a logical order” so as to befit spoken discourses. Other 
three breaks - “irrelavancy”, “unspecific topic” and “unjustified drift of topic” were 
tailored to be “Content is always relevant”, “Has a topic sentence” and “Has 
smooth transitions”.  
The reason that cohesive breaks are not included is that on a speaking 
performance rating task, a rater tends to focus on the less tangible but yet 
meaning-making aspects of coherence. For example, a rater might not be able to 




meaning making in a response, such as “if a cohesive tie is malfunctioning or not” 
or “if the distance between cohesive items in a cohesive chain is too great or not”.  
Wikborg’s breaks were initially summarized for written discourses. Not all 
of them befit the context of rating spoken discourses. For example, “misleading 
headings” and “misleading paragraph division” are relevant to written discourse 
only. Neither is a spoken discourse usually characterized by a topic sentence.  
However, Topic Sentence is included as a contributor to recognize the framing 
effort many test takers make at the beginning of a spoken test response. For 
example, TOEFL iBT Complete Guide (Rogers, 2006) explicitly guides TOEFL 
test takers to begin their response with a topic statement and describes it as part 
of the easiest way to frame a response on a TOEFL iBT speaking task. 
 
2.3. Data Manipulation in Intelligibility/Comprehensibility Studies 
Published literature documents methods to control linguistic components 
in language samples by 1) manipulating written texts (Green, 1998; Tyler & Bro, 
1993), 2) strictly controlling variables when creating spoken stimulus materials 
(Munro & Derwing, 1999) and 3) manipulating variables in speech samples in 
rare cases (Foulke & Sticht, 1966; Flege, 1988).  
Data manipulation is a popular way to focus raters’ attention on particular 
variables. In written text analyses, a certain variable or variables can be 
manipulated to investigate the differences that come along with the manipulation. 
In Tyler and Bro’s 1993 study of native speakers' perceptions of incoherence in 




information (given versus new) and discourse structuring cues to generate four 
versions of texts. For comparing the effect of order of information versus 
discourse cues on comprehensibility ratings, similarly, Green (1998) manipulated 
order of information and grammatical miscues at the discourse level to generate 
four versions of texts for analyses. Additionally, Green took care of the lower-
level grammatical errors and orthographic mistakes to avoid distraction.  
Controlling the type and length of stimuli is a method often used in most 
intelligibility and comprehensibility studies, where the stimuli are often strictly 
controlled in terms of type of material, number of variables and length of material. 
When Munro and Derwing used extemporaneous speeches as stimuli, they 
usually set the length of a speech to be no longer than 10 seconds. Munro and 
Derwing (1995a) created 25 short true sentences and 25 short false statements 
(the mean length was 5.9 words) as stimuli sentences to assess the listeners’ 
processing time.  
In Munro and Derwing’s investigation of the relationship between accent, 
prosody and comprehensibility (1999), short excerpts were taken from narratives 
of an illustrated cartoon of Chinese English learners. The mean length of final 
excerpts was 10.7 words, with the range from 4 to 17 words, so that listeners 
could easily transcribe what they hear after one single listening. In his study of 
effect of lexical stress misallocation on listeners’ judgment of intelligibility, Field 
(2005) chose two groups of 12 single words as stimuli and avoided using the 
whole sentence so that listeners were not given time to reflect on and change 




Manipulation of speech samples is not commonly reported in literature 
possibly due to authenticity concerns. A few studies involve manipulation of 
speech rate and pauses (Foulke & Sticht, 1966; Flege, 1988; Munro & Derwing, 
1998), but not other fluency variables such as restarts and repetitions. Munro & 
Derwing (1998) conducted two experiments and found that reduction of speech 
rate to slower than normal speech rate does not help comprehensibility, 
accentedness or listeners’ preference. Foulke and Sticht (1966) used a speech 
compressor-expander to manipulate speech rate and found that listeners 
preferred the optimal speech rate of 207 words per minute over faster or slower 
rates. Flege (1988) reported a study where very short pauses were eliminated 
from sentences read by Chinese and Taiwanese English learners so as to 
examine the effect of such manipulation on ratings of accentedness. No 
significant differences were found between ratings of the manipulated condition 
and the normal condition. Flege speculated that the short duration (less than 
200ms) of the majority of the pauses might have caused such insignificant 
differences.  
This study is the first to manipulate (remove) all possible disfluency 
markers (silent and filled pauses, repetitions and false starts) and investigate its 
effect on component ratings, correlations and rater performance in extensive 








A review of literature shows the importance of due empirical foundations 
for the OEPT profiling in the context of a high-stakes oral proficiency test. 
Although empirical studies have been reported on individual language 
dimensions, more research is needed to better illustrate the correlations among 
proficiency components. The two studies (Xi and Mollaun (2006) and Sawaki 
(2007)) that touched upon correlations among proficiency components both led 
to findings of extremely high correlations among the components due to 
overlapping constructs and possible halo effect. Furthermore, no empirical study 
has been reported on disentangling proficiency components by removing all 
disfluency markers. Last but not least, empirical research is needed to shed light 
on the “true” versus “illusory” halo of disfluency.  
Therefore, the current study will potentially contribute to the repertoire of 
second language acquisition and testing research on the topic of proficiency 
components by being the first effort in 1) disentangling proficiency components in 
a high-stakes language proficiency test by removing all possible disfluency 
markers, 2) seeking to better define correlations among proficiency components 










The study includes three steps: speech sample manipulation, rating, and 
statistical analysis. First, all possible (three categories of) disfluency markers 
(silent and filled pauses, repetitions and false starts) were removed in the 
selected Chinese NP recordings. Next, five trained OEPT raters rated the original 
and the edited versions of the NP responses in terms of fluency, 
comprehensibility, coherence and four coherence subcomponents (Logic, Topic 
Sentence, Transition and Relevance). Lastly, component ratings, component 
correlations and rater performance were examined statistically to address the 
three research questions. 
 
3.2. Step One: Speech Sample Manipulation 
 
3.2.1. Newspaper Headline (NP) Items  
A hundred speech samples were used as the stimulu: the original 50 NP 
item responses and their manipulated counterparts. Twenty-five of the responses 




The rationale of the Newspaper Headline Item is that international TAs 
discuss current events in which their students are interested during office hours 
or after-class chats. The purpose of this item is to evaluate the prospective ITAs’ 
ability to express an opinion about a current event.  
Level 6 Level 5 Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 
Non-native like 
language features 
do not create need 
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On an NP item, the examinee had three minutes of preparation time and 
two minutes of response time during the test. If an examinee was ready to record 
the response before the preparation time ended, they could click on the “record” 
button at any time to start recording their response. If the three minutes of 
preparation time passed, the test would automatically start recording with a voice 
prompting “RECORDING”. The test would stop automatically when the two 
minutes’ response time ran up. The examinee also had the option to click on the 
“stop” button to stop recording ahead of the given two minutes if they considered 
their response adequate. The NP prompts are included in Appendix C. 
The first version of OEPT had eight test forms, each of which included 10 
items. NP was the sixth item on each form. The difficulty of items across forms 
and within each form is comparable (Yang, 2010). A holistic scale was used 
before April 2009 (Figure 3.1), a 5-point scale from 2 to 6 (2 has only been 
assigned to a test that could not be rated due to technical issues). The passing 
score was 5. Raters were also trained to consider the OEPT analytic scale, a 
componential illustration of the holistic scale.  
The original NP responses show a range of values in terms of speech rate 
and total response time at both score levels. Total response time (TRT) ranges 
from 30. 87 seconds to 117.36 seconds. Speech rate (SR) varies from 65.50 
SPM (syllable per minute) to 221.53 SPM. For example, Examinee 11367 
received a 3, but his speech rate is as fast as 188.56 SPM. His total response 




92.19 SPM and total response time 115.20 seconds. Hence removing disfluency 
markers might have different effects on the ratings of individual speeches. 
 
3.2.2. The Manipulated NP Responses 
The 50 NP responses were edited in the software Wavepad Sound Editor 
with the aid of PRAAT textfiles retrieved from the database of a previous OEPP 
fluency project. After the manipulation, both mean total response time and 
speech rate show substantial change: the mean TRT is reduced by 31.95 
seconds while the mean SR goes up by 56.21 syllables per second.  
Table 3.1 Total Response Time and Speech Rate of the Edited Speeches 
 Pre Post 
Variable M MIN MAX M MIN MAX 
TRT (Sec)       
OEPT3 89.64 30.87 117.36 53.74 20.36 82.4 
OEPT4 84.83 31.66 115.1 56.83 25.53 90.07 
SR  (Syllable/Sec)       
OEPT3 123.58 65.5 188.56 183.53 138.64 235.38 
OEPT4 154.37 95.27 221.53 206.84 150.07 244.31 
Note. TRT=Total Response Time; SR=Speech Rate; Sec=Second. 
The disfluency markers to be edited were adopted from a list of fluency 
variables in The OEPP PRAAT Manual (2010):  
a. Articulation pause: A silent pause resulting from natural respiration. 
Following the convention, it is basically shorter than 0.25 seconds. 
b. Silent pause: A silent part longer than 0.25 seconds. It is considered 
an evidence of hesitation and not natural respiration. 
c. Filled pause: A pause that is not composed of silences but some 
meaningless sounds and constitutes another evidence of hesitation. 
The examples of filled pauses include a schwa like sounds such as [əә], 




and [o]), glottal sounds such as [ah], [ɪh], [h] and [hm] and non-
meaningful sounds such as [pf] and [ts], and so on. Although it is rather 
an evidence of hiding hesitation to help maintain fluency, a small word 
like ‘you know’ is not categorized as a filled pause. 
d. False start: The speaker begins an utterance but aborts it before its 
completion because a new stream of thoughts interrupts the old one. 
Thus, it mainly happens in a bigger unit than a word level such as a 
sentence. 
e. Self-repair: self-corrections of phonetic, lexical and syntactic features. 
It happens when a speaker realizes that she used a wrong word in the 
context or mispronounced a sound and tries to correct it.  
f. Repetition: any repetitions of words, partial words or phrases. It is 
similar to a filled pause with regard to hesitation phenomena. 
Silent and filled pauses, false starts, self-repairs and repetitions were 
removed in each speech sample. The category of self-repair was merged into the 
category of false start in that they are both defined as self-correcting behaviors 
albeit at different levels. The regrouping seeks to avoid unnecessary variables 
and possible terminological confusion between self-repair and “repair fluency” (as 
compared to speed fluency and breakdown fluency).  
The cutoff of silent pauses is 0.25 seconds. Silent pauses shorter than 
0.25 seconds (referred to as “articulation pauses” in the list) were kept as they 
were. Such pauses are also called “micro-pauses” (Riggenbach, 1991). They 
were considered to be associated with respiration rather than hesitation (Fulcher, 
2003). 
PRAAT textgrid files of these NP recordings were retrieved from the 
database of a previous fluency study (Ginther et al, 2010). All the original 50 NP 
items had been transcribed and marked of filled and silent pauses in PRAAT. 
PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2009) is speech analysis software that converts a 




be recorded in a text file and a textgrid file for any speech input. The previous 
labeling of both silent and filled pauses and transcripts PRAAT were beneficial in 
locating the pauses, repetitions and false starts to be removed (Appendix D is a 
sample PRAAT text file). 
As PRAAT was designed for phonetic/acoustic measurement and analysis, 
it does not support common sound editing functions such as “copy, “paste” or 
“delete” for selected segments of an audio file. Therefore, Wavepad Sound Editor 
was used to perform the editing. This software has many useful features similar 
to the common editing commands in Microsoft Word. Its automatic time 
calculator can accurately determine the length of a pause and the zooming tools 
can make the removal accurate to a hundredth of a second if necessary, to 
ensure editing at exact boundaries of a syllable.  
It is worth noticing that when the silent pauses (>= 0.25) seconds were all 
removed, the natural pauses between sentences were also gone. In order to 
prevent possible extra comprehension difficulty, silent pauses at sentence 
boundaries (or between complete meaning units when a syntactic structure was 
fragmented) were kept as they were or standardized to 0.5 seconds if they were 
longer than that. A pause would also be inserted if the examinee had not made 
such a pause in the first place (which was never needed).  
Another type of pause that was kept is a pause before or after connectives 
or discourse markers such as “but”, “so”, “first” and “in fact”. It is a common 




“first” in order to emphasize the subsequent summarizing, contrasting or listing 
activity. An example is an excerpt from the transcript of Examinee FA200411808:  
50 (P) (102.84239687:105.158709395) 2.316 
e 1 so (105.158709395:105.656287641) 0.497 
 
51 (P) (105.656287641:106.814443903) 1.158 
e 3 I believe  (106.814443903:107.492179789) 0.677  
The pause before "so" (2.316 seconds) and that between "so" and "I 
believe" (1.158 seconds) were kept as they were in that they may carry emphatic 
significance. However, they were shortened to 0.5 seconds if they were originally 
longer than that. 
The removal of repetitions and false starts were more straightforward. 
After the removal of each disfluency marker, the researcher listened to adjacent 
parts in the sound file to ensure that there is no mistaken deletion that might 
cause extra disruption for a listener.  
Table 3.2 Descriptive Statistics of the Removed Disfluency Markers (N=50) 
 OEPT3 OEPT4 
Variable M SD MIN MAX M SD MIN MAX 
Silent Pause 34.28 12.79 14 58 26.72 11.75 8 58 
Filled Pause 4.56 5.06 0 18 5.8 5.61 0 21 
Repetition 4.64 3.62 0 13 4.48 4.43 0 15 







3.3. Step Two: Rating 
3.3.1. Variables 
Eight variables of proficiency components were created: comprehensibility, 
fluency, coherence, four coherence subcomponents (Topic Sentence, Logic, 
Transition and Relevance) and intelligibility. All of them except intelligibility are 
rated on a scale from 35 to 60. The underlying scheme of the scale is that 60 and 
55 denote impression of excellent or good language features while 50 is a level 
where a rater finds the examinee’s performance regarding a particular linguistic 
dimension is generally acceptable. The score of 45 suggests that the language 
feature is weak at times whereas 40 suggests that the language feature is 
generally weak throughout the discourse. 35 means failed communication.  
Intelligibility, the eighth variable, was not rated. Rather, raters were 
required to assign 35 to Intelligibility if “key words are unintelligible and caused 
comprehension difficulty” on a speech (see Figure 3.2 for the rating instrument). 
Hence Intelligibility was used mainly as a criterion for data sub-setting and a clue 
to explain for outlying scores: five speeches that were reported as unintelligible 
by two or more raters were removed from the full dataset to create an “intelligible 
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 Figure 3.2. The Rating Form 
 
3.3.2. Rater 
Five certified OEPT raters were recruited for this study. They were or had 
been OEPP instructors for the course English 620 Classroom Communication 
Skills for International Teaching Assistants. This course was designed for 
examinees who failed the OEPT. An OEPP instructor also serves as an official 
OEPP rater who has to be certified after a 20-hour new rater training program 
followed by a practice rating session during the annual August testing 




year takes place. Moreover, a monthly rater-training program and annual 
summer training program are in place to ensure quality of OEPP rater 
performance.  
The selected raters’ ESL/EFL teaching experience ranges from 3 to 11 
years. They have 1 to 4 years of OEPT rating experience. Rater E is the only 
rater who has a bilingual language background of English and Chinese (she 
came to the US at the age of five and received her education from elementary to 
PhD here. She returned to Taiwan at Fifth Grade and lived there for two years 
before she moved to the US again). All the other raters are native English 
speakers. At the completion of the rating project, they received monetary 
compensation from the OEPP Office commensurate to the rate OEPP pays to 
over-time OEPT raters.  
Table 3.3 Rater Background Information 
Rater Gender Native  
Language 
ESL Teaching  
(Year) 
OEPT Rating  
(Year) 
A F English 10 4 
B M English 11 3 
C M English 3 1 
D F English 3.5 1 
E F English/Chinese 4 1 
 
3.3.3. Procedure 
All the five raters rated the same 100 (original and edited together) NP 
item responses in four separate sessions of 25 tasks each. The rating tasks were 




item in the same or adjacent session. The purpose was to reduce the possibility 
that raters remember their previous rating of the same examinee. For the same 
reason, a one-week lapse was required between every two rating sessions.  
In each of the four rating sessions, the raters listened to the same 25 
recordings in random orders to minimize possible practice effect or fatigue effect. 
Raters electronically received a folder in which the rating tasks were specifically 
ordered for this rater, a word document containing 100 rating forms and step-by-
step instructions and a brief survey of their language background and ESL 
teaching and rating experience. The raters were required not to jump the 
instructed order or go back to any speech sample they have already rated. They 
were asked to send back the rating forms to the researcher via e-mail in six 
weeks from the day they received the rating package. 
 
3.4. Step Three: Statistical Analyses 
 
3.4.1. Introduction 
Descriptive statistics of ratings and step difference in ratings, significance 
test results of step differences (Wilxocon Signed Rank test), rater exact and 
adjacent agreement rate, Spearman correlation coefficients for proficiency 
components as well as Cronbach’s alphas, FACETS infit and outfit statistics for 





Descriptive statistics present profiles of selected component scores and 
step differences between pre- and post-editing scores; Wilcoxon Signed Rank 
test results suggest the significance of such step differences at both group level 
and the rater*OEPT sublevels; rater agreement rates show the percentage of 
raters’ exact and adjacent agreement with one another when rating each 
component; Spearman rank Correlation coefficients indicate the magnitude of 
association among proficiency components as well as among raters; Cronbach 
alphas examine the use of all proficiency components as a whole; item/rater 
quality control statistics in Many Facet Rasch Measurement (MFRM) identify 
misfitting items/raters if there is any and cross examine some of the results from 
SAS analyses. Last but not least, FACETS bias analysis was used to identify 
significant bias related to rater/item. 
 
3.4.2. Pre-analysis: Data Normality Check 
A common impression is that parametric tests are associated with interval 
data whereas non-parametric tests are associated with ordinal data. The 
reasoning is that as an ordinal scale does not assume equal distance between 
any two adjacent categories, it would be meaningless to perform arithmetic 
operations or to calculate the mean. However, many statisticians have treated 
ordinal variables as continuous or interval data, “assuming that the underlying 
scale is continuous, but because of the lack of a sophisticated instrument, they 




Some researchers believe that it is meaningful to treat a language 
performance scale as continuous and examinee’s ability as developmental on a 
continuum (Bosker, 2013). In fact, statistical tests originally designed for 
measurement on an interval scale (e.g., ANOVA and t-test) are often reported for 
essay ratings or speaking test scores on an ordinal scale in SLA studies as long 
as the data demonstrate normal distribution (East, 2007).  
When the assumption of normal distribution is violated, Wilcoxon signed 
rank test, the non-parametric analogue of Paired t-test, is an appropriate test of 
median differences in dependent measures within the same subjects, such as 
variables of pre- and post-treatment.   
A rule of thumb based on Central Limit Theorem is that when the sample 
size is larger than 30, normal approximation can be assumed. For each 
component, the full data has 250 data points that allows use of parametric tests. 
However, the rater*OEPT subgroup level has a sample size of 25 
(250/5(raters)/2(OEPT levels)). At this level, normality had to be tested to decide 
if paired t-test or Wilcoxon signed rank test was to be used to investigate the 
significance of difference between pre- and post-editing ratings.  
In SAS numerical output, a normal distribution would have equal mean 
and median; skewness and kurtosis should both be close to zero (skewness 
measures the degree of symmetry of a probability distribution while kurtosis 
measures the thinness of tails or “peakedness” of a probability distribution); for 
the W statistic produced by the Shapiro-Wilk test, a p-value smaller than 0.05 




Table 3.4 Normality Check for Step Difference in Fluency Ratings (n=25) 
Level Rater M MD STD Skewness Kurtosis W P 
3 
A 5.20 5 3.67 -0.06 -1.04 0.85 0.0004* 
B 4.40 5 4.16 0.24 1.15 0.86 0.0034* 
C 4.80 5 4.20 0.54 -0.20 0.85 0.0016* 
D 3.00 0 4.56 0.21 -0.80 0.86 0.0031* 
E 7.00 5 4.94 -0.38 0.10 0.91 0.0271* 
4 
A 6.00 5 5.00 -0.16 -0.31 0.92 0.0420* 
B 4.20 5 3.73 -1.03 1.74 0.75 <0.0001* 
C 3.80 5 5.26 0.52 0.07 0.90 0.0174* 
D 1.00 0 5.00 -0.16 -0.31 0.92 0.0420* 
E 7.00 5 4.79 0 -0.85 0.88 0.0081* 
Note. * p < 0.05. 
The SAS output suggests a non-normal distribution of step differences at 
the rater*OEPT level (n=25): for each component, means and medians of step 
differences are equal or close in value in only four out of the 10 subgroups; 
skewness and kurtosis are hardly close to zero in most cases; Shapiro-Wilk W 
statistics are all small (considering the highly skewed nature of W), ranging from 
0.75 to 0.92; all p-values are smaller than 0.05 to reject normality hypotheses. 
Table 3.4 records the normality check statistics of step differences between the 
pre- and post-editing Fluency ratings. Hence Wilxocon Signed Rank tests were to 
be used at the subgroup level (n=25) as well as the group level (N=250) for 







3.4.3. The Intelligible Sample 
The variable of Intelligibility was not rated. However, raters were instructed 
to assign 35 to Intelligibility whenever “key words are frequently unintelligible and 
have caused major comprehension difficulty”. The assignment of 35 for 
Intelligibility also carries valuable information about the effect of disfluency 
manipulation on Intelligibility on the speech samples.  
Thirteen NP recordings were assigned 35 for Intelligibility by one or more 
raters before and/or after the editing. Five exams of them (Exam11148, 11303, 
11498, 11808 and 11152) received 35 for intelligibility from two or more raters. 
These five responses were taken out of the full sample to create an “intelligible 
sample” (n=45). Four of them are OEPT3 and one is OEPT4.  
The effect of the editing of disfluency on intelligibility is different for raters. 
For example, Rater A and C found the pre-editing Exam11148 unintelligible while 
its post-editing version intelligible. Rater B reported the opposite. In another 
example, while Rater A and B decided that both pre- and post-editing 
Exam11303 are unintelligible, Rater C reported its pre-editing version 
unintelligible while Rater D reported its post-editing version unintelligible. 
Rater B reported the largest number of unintelligible responses: seven 
unintelligible pre-editing NP responses and 10 unintelligible post-editing 
responses. Rater E did not report any test as unintelligible. Given her English 
and Chinese bilingual background, it is reasonable that she found the Chinese 





Table 3.5 Reported Unintelligible Speech Samples  
OEPT ExamID 
Pre-editing Post-editing 
A B C D E A B C D E 
3 
11148 r 35  35    35    
11303 r 35 35 35   35 35  35  
11367         35  
11498 r 35 35     35  35  
11808 r 35 35  35   35 35   
71250  35     35    
4 
11152 r  35    35 35 35   
11401       35    
11472       35    
11784 35          
11856       35    
11889  35     35    
71275  35         
Note. r: a response that was removed to create the “intelligible” sample. 
Rater B’s 17 unintelligible tests consist of 6 pairs of pre- and post-editing 
speeches, 4 edited speeches and only one pre-editing response. That is to say, 
the amelioration of fluency seems to have little positive effect on Rater B 
regarding intelligibility: after the editing, either an unintelligible response 
remained unintelligible to him or a response actually became unintelligible to him.  
For the five unintelligible pre-editing speeches Rater A reported, four are 
pre-editing and only one is post-editing, suggesting that removing the disfluency 
markers had a positive effect on her ability to make out the responses.  
Rater C and D’s judgment of intelligibility showed mixed effects of the 




were unintelligible for Rater C; Rater D found one pre-editing and another three 
post-editing speeches unintelligible.  
 
3.4.4. MFRM Quality Control Statistics 
MFRM, or specifically the computer program FACETS, is a widely used 
statistical tool for educational assessment research, especially for language 
testing, to examine the influence of various facets (e.g., rater severity or 
examinee ability.) on test scores. The power of MFRM lies in that 1) it can 
investigate any specific element in any facet in a performance test; 2) it converts 
ordinal measures into additive measures on an interval scale so the measures of 
all facets can be compared on the same scale and 3) it executes quality control 
for each element of all facets to decide which element or facet is befitting or 
misfitting the predictive model based on the data at hand (Linacre, 1996). 
The efficacy of MFRM (FACETS) in analyzing sources of variability and its 
value in guiding rater training has long been established (McNamara, 1996; 
Schaefer, 2008). By having all five raters rate the same 100 speech samples (50 
original and 50 edited speeches) for this study, the fully linked rater design 
makes the analysis more stable so that better conclusions can be drawn (Myford 
& Wolfe, 2003).  
To monitor the internal consistency of the proficiency components/raters, 
FACETS quality control statistics (measure, Standard Error, Point Biserial 
Correlation, fit mean squares) were to be examined in this study. The purpose of 




components or raters and further explain for the Spearman correlation 
coefficients and Cronbach coefficient Alphas generated in SAS output.  
FACETS generates mean square infit and outfit statistics to estimate 
internal consistency of ratings on an item (across raters and examinees) or by a 
rater (across items and examinees). Outfit mean square is the conventional 
statistical chi-square divided by its degrees of freedom. “Outfit” is short for 
“outlier-sensitive fit statistic” while “infit” is short for “information-weighted fit 
statistic”. That is to say, outfit statistics are sensitive to occasionally high or low, 
or unexpected, ratings while infit statistics are sensitive to unexpected patterns in 
the targeted responses. In other words, the outfit statistic detects unpredictable 
responses far from the person ability while the infit statistic detects the 
unexpected pattern of responses near the person ability.  
The Mean-square fit value has an expected value of 1. Values smaller 
than 1 signal less variation than expected and suggest that the data over-fit the 
predictive model; values greater than 1 signal more variation than expected for a 
rater or an item. Linacre summarized the rule of thumb for both outfit and infit 
mean squares: a mean square (>=2.0 or <=-2.0) is large enough to be distorting 
and statistically significant.  
In common practice, different upper- and lower-control limits for rater/item 
fit are set for different tests depending on specific criteria such as whether the 
test is high-stakes or not. If a rater or item shows an infit mean-square that is 
larger than the upper-control limit, the ratings for that particular rater or item are 




not as much of a concern as large infit and outfit values . FACETS generates a 
table of unexpected responses for understanding the contexts of large outfit 
mean-squares. Large infit values, on the other hand, are difficult to interpret 
(Linacre, 2012). 
Mean-square Interpretation 
>2.0 Distorts or degrades the measurement system. (The 
background noise is starting to drown out the music.)  
1.5 - 2.0 Unproductive for construction of measurement, but not 
degrading. (The background noise is audible, but not 
intrusive to the music.)  
0.5 - 1.5 Productive for measurement. (Beautiful music)  
<0.5 Less productive for measurement, but not degrading. May 
produce misleadingly good reliabilities and separations. 
(Music too quiet)  
!
Figure 3.3 Interpretation of Fit Values (Linacre, 2012) 
There are no “hard and fast” rules governing the control limits. For high-
stakes tests, the upper-control limit is often set as 1.2 and the lower-control limit 
0.8. For a low-stakes program, the upper- and lower-control limits can be as less 
strict as 1.4 and 0.6 (Wolfe, 2009) or 2.0 and 0.5 (Myford & Dobria 2006). A rule 
of thumb for acceptable values is the range from 0.7 or 0.8 to 1.2 or 1.3 (Bonk & 
Ockey, 2003). Considering OEPT as a high-stake test and the experimental 
nature of this research project, the upper- and lower-control limits are set as 0.7 
and 1.3 for both rater and item fit analyses.  
Nevertheless, Rasch is a prescriptive statistical model of additive 




large infit mean square could be associated with multi-dimensionality, bias, rater 
effect or some other unknown reasons. Besides, the underlying constructs of 
proficiency components are supposed to be distinct to a certain degree, albeit 
inter-correlated. Bosker et al (2013) argued that it is the lack of inter-collinearity 
that makes measures independent and interpretable so that we can understand 
what raters really listen to.  
Last but not least, FACETS performs bias analysis for the facets of rater 
and item. Identifying systematic bias patterns contributes to rater training and 
item construction (Schaefer, 2008). Myford and Wolfe (2004) propose that a t-










This chapter describes the results of the data analysis that investigate the 
three research questions presented in Chapter One: 
1) Do ratings of fluency, comprehensibility, coherence and coherence 
subcomponents change significantly after pauses, false starts and 
repetitions are removed in a speech?  
2) Do correlations are between fluency, comprehensibility, coherence and 
coherence subcomponents change after the disfluency editing?  
3) Do rater agreement and reliability change after the disfluency editing? 
In Section 4.2, major findings related to the first research questions are: 
post-editing median component ratings are statistically significantly higher than 
their pre-editing counterparts at the full sample level (Table 4.2); at the 
rater*OEPT subgroup level, however, while the ratings of Rater A and E show 
generally significant gains after the editing for all components except 





Fluency, Comprehensibility and Coherence show a mix of score profiles 
(Figure 4.3); distribution of step differences suggests that removing disfluency 
markers does not always lead to gain in Fluency scores and similarly gain in 
Fluency scores do not necessarily lead to gain in Comprehensibility or 
Coherence scores (Table 4.4).  
In Section 4.3, findings related to the second research question are: 
Cronbach Alphas show that the seven components demonstrate great reliability 
as a whole (Table 4.5). Spearman correlations between Fluency, 
Comprehensibility and Coherence are “substantial” (around the range of 0.51 – 
0.69) and those between Coherence and its subcomponents (mainly Logic and 
Transition) are “very strong” both before and after the editing (Table 4.6). The 
correlation coefficients are generally similar at the individual raters’ levels except 
that Rater A shows an “inflated” correlations among Fluency, Comprehensibility 
and Coherence while Rater E shows several significantly lower component 
correlations (see Table 4.7). 
Facets analysis reported post-editing Comprehensibility and Topic 
Sentence as “noisy” (Table 4.8). However, Rater E is responsible for most of the 
outlying ratings of Comprehensibility (mostly OEPT3) and Topic Sentence 
(mostly OEPT4s) both before and after the manipulation (see Figure 4.8). 
In Section 4.4, major findings related to the third research question are: 
removing disfluency markers does not affect rater agreement rate much except 
for Rater E: agreement among Rater A, B, C and D is mostly great for Fluency 




subcomponents (Table 4.9). Inter-rater correlations between Rater A, B, C and D 
show more positive effects of the manipulation (Table 4.10).  
Rater A, B, C and D’s internal consistency is good and stable for the 
ratings of both pre- and post-editing responses (Table 4.11). FACETS identified 
opposite bias patterns for Rater A and D versus Rater E regarding 
Comprehensibility and Relevance (the first and last item on the rating form), 
suggesting differing item order effects on individual raters (Table 4.12). 
 
4.2. Difference in Ratings before and after the Editing 
 
4.2.1. Introduction 
The first research question is do ratings of fluency, comprehensibility, 
coherence and coherence subcomponents significantly change after all possible 
disfluency markers are removed from the NP item responses. To address this 
question, descriptive statistics of component scores and step differences were 
examined as well as significance test (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test) statistics of 
step differences; pre- and post-editing scores and step differences of Fluency, 
Comprehensibility and Coherence were profiled. 
All median step differences are significant for all components at the full 
sample level (see Table 4.2), but such uniform significance is no longer true at 
the Rater*OEPT sub-level: while Rater A and E’s ratings show generally 
significant differences except for Comprehensibility, Rater B, C and D’s ratings 




Fluency, Comprehensibility and Coherence show a similar mix of score 
profiles both before and after the manipulation (see Figure 4.3). Profiling of step 
differences suggests that removal of disfluency markers does not always lead to 
gain in Fluency scores; similarly, gain in Fluency scores do not necessarily lead 
to gain in Comprehensibility or Coherence scores (see Table 4.4).  
 
4.2.2. Descriptive Statistics of Component Scores 
Descriptive statistics of ratings were first examined. Figure 4.1 contains 
four graphical comparisons of pre- and post-editing mean scores, median scores, 
standard deviations and FACETS logit scores of each component.  
The first graph in Figure 4.1 shows that all mean scores are higher after 
the editing: mean scores range from 43.24 to 47.98 before and from 46.64 to 
50.14 after the editing. Pre-editing mean component scores rank from low to high 
in the order of Fluency < Transition < Comprehensibility < Logic < Coherence < 
Relevance < Topic Sentence. The post-editing rank order is about the same 
except that Comprehensibility moves from No.3 to the lowest, indicating greater 
increase in Fluency and Transition ratings than in Comprehensibility ratings. In 
fact, Fluency ratings show the largest difference between pre- and post-editing 
means (4.64) followed by Logic (4.06); Comprehensibility has the smallest 
difference (1.84), followed by Topic Sentence (2.16). 
The pattern of change in both median scores and FACETS logit measures 
of each component echoes that in mean scores: all component median scores 




vs. 45). The logit measures (after correcting for rater leniency and examinee 
ability) show the same rank orders as mean scores do.  
 
Figure 4.1. Descriptive Statistics and Logit Measures of Component Ratings 
As the facets of Rater and Item were set to be positively oriented in 
FACETS, lower logit measures mean greater difficulty of the item and less 
likelihood for it to receive high ratings. That is to say, FACETS found Fluency to 
be the most difficult pre-editing “item” followed by Comprehensibility whereas 
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Topic Sentence is the “easiest” pre-editing item followed by Relevance. On the 
post-editing data, however, Comprehensibility has a smaller measure (-0.72 
logits) than Fluency (-0.29 logits) and became the most difficult component. 
Standard deviations of component scores are similar (ranging from 4.71 to 
6.29) for both pre- and post-editing ratings. Coherence and its subcomponents 
(especially Topic Sentence and Relevance) claim the larger standard deviations 
possibly due to lack of detailed level description for the coherence 
subcomponents. 
Comparing mean scores at the Rater*OEPT levels before and after the 
disfluency manipulation, Table 4.1 shows three general characteristics: 1) 
Fluency and Coherence scores show greater gains after the editing than 
Comprehensibility and Topic Sentence scores do; 2) all mean component scores 
at the OEPT3 level are lower than at the OEPT4 level except Topic Sentence 
and 3) for all raters except Rater A, the differences in mean scores on the 
OEPT3 level are generally greater than the OEPT4 level. 
Fluency and Coherence (including most subcomponents) scores show 
greater gain than Comprehensibility and Topic Sentence scores: the mean gain 
of Rater A through E’s Fluency rating is 5.2 (for the OEPT3s) and 6 (for the 
OEPT4s), 4.4 and 4.2, 4.8 and 3.8, 3 and 1, and 7 and 7 respectively whereas 
their mean gain in Comprehensibility ratings is 2.8 and 2.8, 0.6 and 0.2, 3.8 and 
2.4, 1 and 0.6, 2.2 and 2 respectively.  
Mean component scores are lower for the OEPT3s than the OEPT4s 




Rater B, C, D and E all assigned the OEPT3s higher mean scores for Topic 
Sentence than the OEPT4 subgroup both before and after the editing, indicating 
that Topic Sentence be a distinct item in assessing proficiency levels.  
Table 4.1 Mean and Gain of Scores at Rater*OEPT Levels (n=25) 
 A B C D E 
Trait M1 M2 GN M1 M2 GN M1 M2 GN M1 M2 GN M1 M2 GN 
FL                
3 40.0 45.2 5.2 39.6 44.0 4.4 42.6 47.4 4.8 41.8 44.8 3.0 43.2 50.2 7.0 
4 44.2 50.2 6.0 42.4 46.6 4.2 46.8 50.6 3.8 45.0 46.0 1.0 46.8 53.8 7.0 
COMP                
3 42.2 45.0 2.8 41.6 42.2 0.6 42.4 46.2 3.8 45.8 46.8 1.0 44.2 46.4 2.2 
4 46.6 49.4 2.8 44.0 44.2 0.2 45.2 47.6 2.4 48.2 48.8 0.6 47.8 49.8 2.0 
COH                
3 42.6 45.8 3.2 42.2 44.6 2.4 46.8 50.4 3.6 44.2 46.4 2.2 47.4 54.2 6.8 
4 44.6 49.2 4.6 43.2 45.8 2.6 48.8 51.2 2.4 46.4 47.6 1.2 49.4 55.6 6.2 
TS                
3 43.8 47.4 3.6 44.6 45.2 0.6 49.8 52.4 2.6 48.0 48.8 0.8 53.8 57.0 3.2 
4 45.6 50.6 5.0 44.0 45.6 1.6 50.4 52.2 1.8 47.2 47.6 0.4 52.8 54.6 1.8 
LOGIC                
3 41.8 45.8 4.0 42.4 45.0 2.6 46.6 50.4 3.8 42.8 44.6 1.8 47.0 55.2 8.2 
4 44.0 50.0 6.0 43.8 46.2 2.4 48.0 51.2 3.2 44.8 46.0 1.2 48.6 56.0 7.4 
TRANS                
3 41.2 44.0 2.8 41.2 44.0 2.8 45.6 49.4 3.8 44.0 47.2 3.2 45.8 52.4 6.6 
4 44.0 48.4 4.4 42.8 45.6 2.8 48.2 50.4 2.2 46.6 47.6 1.0 47.8 54.8 7.0 
RELEV                
3 42.0 46.0 4.0 43.2 46.0 2.8 46.2 50.4 4.2 43.2 44.6 1.4 53.4 58.6 5.2 
4 44.0 49.6 5.6 44.2 46.8 2.6 48.6 51.2 2.6 45.6 46.4 0.8 55.2 58.6 3.4 
Note. M1=Pre-editing Mean; M2=Post-editing Mean; GN=Gain;  





Greater difference between the pre- and post-editing scores is associated 
with the lower proficiency (OEPT3) group for all raters except Rater A: most of 
Rater C, D and E’s pre- and post-editing score differences are greater for the 
OEPT3s than for the OEPT4s. Rater B shows only slightly greater score 
differences for the OEPT3s than the OEPT4s. Rater A is the only rater who 
shows generally greater difference for the OEPT4 subgroup. 
 
4.2.3. Descriptive Statistics of Step Difference  
As it is more intuitive to examine step difference on an ordinal scale, a 
variable was created for step differences between the pre- and post-editing 
component scores by converting the differences in original scores. For example, 
an original difference of +5 is converted to a step difference of (+1) - one step up 
on the scale while a -5 is converted to step difference of -1.   
In total, there are 596 zero differences, 957 positive gains (from +1 to +5) 
and 197 negative gains (from -3 to -1).  The pie chart in Figure 4.2 shows that the 
step differences are densely populated in the categories of 0 and +1 (34% vs. 
36%). In total, about 54% of step differences are positive (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) and 





Figure 4.2. Step Difference Categories (N=1750) 
Coherence and its sub-components account for most of the extreme step 
differences: all the eight cases of +4, one +5, and 67 (out of 82) cases of +3; 25 
(out of 28) negative step differences (-3 and -2) are about evenly distributed in 
the four Coherence subcomponents. Specifically, Coherence and Logic claim 15 
and 23 cases of +3 respectively, indicating that raters’ impression of Coherence 
and Logic improved significantly in quite a few cases.  
Rater A and E account for more step differences of +2 and +3 than the 
other raters: Rater A claims more than 25% of the gains of +2 (a total of 232) and 
25% of +3 (a total of 82); Rater E claims 33% of +2 and 46% of +3; together they 
account for over 58% of gains of +2 and 71% of +3. 
On the other end of the “stubbornness” scale, Rater D’s ratings do not 
change in 163 cases (including 20 Fluency ratings) and show no step differences 















of +3. She also has the greatest number of negative step differences: 48 cases of 
-1 and 6 cases of -2.  
 
4.2.4. Extreme Gains 
Eleven cases of extreme step difference (-3, +4 and +5) were checked to 
make sure that all data points were correctly entered. Rater E claims all nine 
positive step differences of +4 and +5 and one -3. The other -3 is from Rater C 
for Topic Sentence on Exam425.  
Rater E’s nine extreme positive step differences are all associated with 
Coherence and its subcomponents. Her only largest possible step difference (+5) 
was for Topic Sentence on Exam306. Rater A, B and C reported the original 
recording of Exam306 to be unintelligible while Rater A, B and D reported 
unintelligibility for its edited version. Rater E had no intelligibility issues at either 
point of time. However, her Topic Sentence rating for the post-editing response 
went up from 35 to 60. 
For Rater E’s four gains of +4 (from 40 to 60) in her Logic ratings of 
Exam302, 312, 401 and 405, the other raters’ Logic ratings of Exam302 and 312 
generally remain the same or are one step up (there is only one negative gain of 
-1 for Exam302 and 312) while all Logic ratings of Exam401 and 405 go up one 
or two steps after the editing, though not as dramatically higher as Rater E’s.  
The two extreme negative changes of -3 are from Rater C’s Topic 
Sentence rating for Exam424 (55 to 40) and Rater E’s Comprehensibility rating 




responses. On Exam425, four raters’ comprehensibility ratings remain the same 
(45, 50, 55 and 55) except for Rater E (60 to 45).  
 
4.2.5. Significance Tests of Step Difference  
Significance tests were conducted for the variable of step differences 
between pre- and post-editing component ratings at the full sample level and the 
ten Rater*OEPT levels. The analysis at the Rater*OEPT sub-levels was 
corrected by using Bonferroni adjustment to follow the convention when multiple 
tests are conducted on a single data set. Table 4.2 shows that step differences 
are all significant at the group level. However, Table 4.3 shows that step 
differences at the Rater*OEPT sub-levels are generally statistically significant for 
Rater A and E but generally insignificant for Rater B, C and D. In a word, Rater A 
and E are the most susceptible rater whereas Rater D is the most “stubborn” 
rater in response to the disfluency manipulation. 
Table 4.2 records Univariate statistics of step differences for the full 
sample (N=250) and the intelligible sample (n=225). As discussed in Chapter 
3.4.3, Exam 11148, 11303, 11498, 11808 and 11152 were reported unintelligible 
by two or more raters and therefore excluded to create the “Intelligible dataset”. 
Nevertheless, results from the two sets of data are very close. Mean step 
differences range from 0.37 to 0.93. Five medians are 1 and two are 0 
(Comprehensibility and Topic Sentence). All standard deviations are around 1. 
The 95% Confidence Intervals of the mean of step differences are all above zero, 




is not likely to be zero. That is to say, at the full group level, mean component 
scores after the disfluency amelioration are higher than those before the editing. 
All p-values associated with the S statistics are smaller than 0.0001 (significance 
level=0.05), rejecting the null hypothesis that the median step difference is zero 
for ratings of each component after the editing.  
Table 4.2 Significance Tests of Step Difference (N=250) 
Variable M MD SD MIN MAX 95%CL (M) 
95%CL 
(M) S p 














COH 0.70 0.68 1 
1.05 







TS 0.43 0.41 0 
1.06 












TRANS 0.73 0.72 1 
1.08 





RELEV 0.64 0.63 1 
1.05 







Note. * p<0.05; 
The 1st line in each cell shows statistics from the full sample; the 2nd line from the 
intelligible sample; identical values only appear once in a cell. 
Wilcoxon signed rank tests were also performed at the Rater*OEPT 
subgroup level to test significance of step differences for individual raters at 
examinee proficiency levels (Table 4.3). As ten statistical tests were being 
performed simultaneously for each component on a single data set, the 
Bonferroni correction was used to divide the critical p value (0.05) by 10. Hence 




correction is to reduce the chances of obtaining false-positive results (Type I 
errors). It is warned that the Bonferroni method can become very conservative as 
the number of tests increases, which in turn increases the risk of producing false 
negatives (Type II errors). 
Table 4.3 lists the sub-level significance test results for both full sample 
and the “intelligible sample”: Rater A and E show generally significant step 
differences except for Comprehensibility while Rater B, C and D show generally 
insignificant gains except for Fluency and Transition (in fact it is only the 
transition ratings at Level OEPT3 that shows significant step differences for Rater 
B, C and D). The p-values from the intelligible sample are close: among the 70 p-
values, only five significance test results were reversed compared to the full 
sample.  
Rater E’s gains are all statistically significant except for Comprehensibility 
and Topic Sentence. Rater A’s numbers are similar: her gains are all significant 
except for Comprehensibility at both OEPT levels and Transition*OEPT3.  Rater 
B, C and D’s median step differences are mostly insignificant except for Fluency* 
both OEPT levels and Transition * OEPT3.  
Rater D is the most “stubborn” rater: even her gains in Fluency ratings are 
non-significant against the cutoff p-value of 0.005. Her only significant gain is at 
the Transition*OEPT3 level (insignificant though for the intelligible sample). The 
most “stubborn” component is Comprehensibility: gains in Comprehensibility 




Table 4.3 Significance Tests at the Rater*OEPT Level (n=25) f/(n=21/24)i 
 FLUENCY COMP COH TOPIC SS LOGIC TRANS RELEV 
Rater OEPT 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 
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Median 1 1 1 0 1 
0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 






















P ** ** 0.01 0.06 
0.01 
0.006 
** ** ** ** ** ** 0.01 
0.03 
** ** ** 
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1 1 1 1 1 
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Median 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
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1 1 0 0 
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1 1 1 1 1 0 



























P ** ** 0.06 0.14 




** ** ** ** ** 
0.02 
** 
Note. ** p<0.005; 
The 1st line in each cell is statistics from the full sample and the 2nd line from the intelligible 
sample; identical values only appear once in a cell; f full sample; i intelligible sample (21 OEPT3s 




4.2.6. Distribution of Component Scores and Step Differences 
Distribution of Fluency, Comprehensibility and Coherence ratings and 
distribution of step differences in these ratings after the manipulation were 
examined to better understand the effects of disfluency manipulation. The 
coherence subcomponents were not included due to lack of detailed level 
descriptions.  
 
Figure 4.3. Score Distribution of Fluency, Comprehensibility and Coherence 
(N=250) 
Comparative pie charts in Figure 4.3 show a similar mix of score profiles 
for both pre- and post-editing data: the profile of all equal component scores (ALL 
EQUAL) accounts for about 20% of the total; the profile of all three component 
ratings being different (NONE EQUAL) are over 10% of the total; the majority 
(about 70%) show profiles containing two equal component scores: 25% (before) 
Pre-editing Score Profiles























versus 30% (after the editing) of entries show equal Fluency and Coherence 
ratings (FL=COH≠COMP); 21% (before) versus 19% (after) of data entries show 
equal Fluency and Comprehensibility ratings (FL=COMP≠COH); 24% (before) 
and 22% (after) show equal Comprehensibility and Coherence ratings 
(COMP=COH≠FL).  
Furthermore, the distribution of step differences in Comprehensibility, 
Coherence and Fluency ratings shows two patterns: 1) removal of disfluency 
markers does not always lead to gain in Fluency ratings and 2) gain in Fluency 
ratings does not always led to gain in Comprehensibility or Coherence ratings.  
Table 4.4 Step Differences in Comprehensibility/Coherence Related to Gain in 
Fluency  
Fluency Comprehensibility  
Gain -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 Total 
-2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
-1 0 1 5 8 0 0 0 0 14 
0 1 0 14 32 15 2 1 0 65 
1 0 0 15 39 40 10 0 0 104 
2 0 0 4 19 28 2 1 0 54 
3 0 0 0 2 2 7 1 0 12 
Total 1 1 39 100 85 21 3 0 250 
   
Fluency Coherence  
Gain -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 Total 
-2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
-1 0 0 6 6 2 0 0 0 14 
0 0 2 9 34 15 3 2 0 65 
1 0 0 3 41 44 12 4 0 104 
2 0 0 2 12 18 16 6 0 54 
3 0 0 0 0 5 3 3 1 12 





Firstly, about one third of Fluency ratings of the NP responses did not 
show any increase after the disfluency markers were deleted. As evidenced in 
Table 4.4, Fluency ratings show 80 cases of No Gain (categories of 0, -1 and -2), 
32% of the total of 250 data entries. Fifteen of these 80 cases even show a 
negative gain (mostly -1). 
In total, 141 Comprehensibility ratings (56.4% of the total) and 116 
Coherence ratings (46.4%) show No Gain (0, -1, -2 and -3). Even for the 170 
positive step differences in Fluency, Comprehensibility ratings show 79 No Gains 
(46.47%) while the number of No Gains for Coherence ratings is 58 (34.12%).  
 
4.3. Component Correlations before and after the Editing 
 
4.3.1. Introduction 
The second research question is do correlations between ratings of 
Fluency, Comprehensibility, Coherence and Coherence subcomponents change 
after all possible disfluency markers are removed. To answer this question, 
Cronbach coefficients were first obtained as index of the seven proficiency 
components performing as group; Spearman rank correlation coefficients were 
then examined between pairs of components and FACETS item performance 
statistics were used to cross examine the correlation coefficients.  
Cronbach Alpha analyses show great reliability of the ensemble of 
components (Table 4.5). Correlations between Fluency, Coherence and 




Coherence shows very strong correlations with its subcomponents except Topic 
Sentence - its strongest correlation is with Logic (Table 4.6). The patterns at the 
individual raters’ level are generally similar except that Rater A shows all “very 
strong” component correlations while Rater E shows several significantly lower 
component correlations compared to all other raters (see Table 4.7). 
FACETS reported post-editing Comprehensibility and Topic Sentence as 
“noisy” (Table 4.8). While it is difficult to find out why infit values are large, the 
large outfit values were mainly contributed by Rater E ‘s Comprehensibility and 
Topic Sentence ratings (Figure 4.8). 
 
4.3.2. Cronbach Coefficient Alphas 
Cronbach Alpha tests internal consistency of test item performance by 
measuring the squared correlation between observed scores and true scores. As 
it is theorized that the observed score is equal to the true score plus the 
measurement error (Y = T + E), a reliable test should minimize the measurement 
error and maximize the relationship between true score and observed score.  A 
0.70 Cronbach Alpha is considered acceptable (Yu, 2001). The benchmarks in 
Figure 4.4 are commonly accepted to describe internal consistency by using 








0.7-0.8 Acceptable (Surveys) 
0.8-0.9 Good (Low-stakes testing) 
0.9-1.00 Excellent (High-stakes testing) 
!
Figure 4.4. Benchmarks for Cronbach’s Alpha 
Cronbach Alphas are high (0.93 before and 0.94 after the editing), 
suggesting reliability of the grouping of these seven components; deleting any 
component (except Comprehensibility and Topic Sentence) would bring down the 
Cronbach Alpha slightly, which justifies the use of each component as a measure; 
pre-editing item-total correlation coefficients are substantial to very strong (0.63 – 
0.92) and their post-editing equivalents are slightly higher except for 
Comprehensibility: Coherence has the highest item-total correlation (0.92 before 
and 0.93 after) followed by Logic (0.85 before and 0.89 after) whereas 
Comprehensibility has the lowest (0.63 before and 0.60 after) followed by Topic 
Sentence (0.66 before and 0.71 after).   
When the “intelligible” sample was examined to supplement the analysis 
of the full sample, the Cronbach alpha statistics are very similar to, though in 







Table 4.5 Pre- and Post-editing Cronbach Alphas (N=250) 
 Pre-editing  Post-editing  










Fluency 0.92 0.71 0.93 0.76 
Comprehensibility 0.93 0.63 0.95 0.60 
Coherence 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.93 
Topic Sentence 0.92 0.66 0.94 0.71 
Logic 0.91 0.85 0.92 0.89 
Transition 0.91 0.83 0.92 0.86 
Relevance 0.91 0.77 0.92 0.83 
 
4.3.3. Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficients 
Spearman rank correlation is the nonparametric alternative of Pearson 
correlation that tests the strength of the link between variables. It is used when 
the involved variables are ranks or when the assumption of normality is violated. 
Spearman rank correlation converts each variable to ranks and performs a 
correlation analysis on the ranks. Davis (1971) listed the magnitudes of 
relationships represented by correlation coefficients: 
Coefficient Description 
.70 to .99 Very strong association 
.50 to .69 Substantial association 
.30 to .49 Moderate association 
.10 to .29 Low association 
.01 to .09 Negligible association 
!




As the magnitude of change is an essential criterion in the comparison of 
correlations between pre- and post-editing correlations, 0.05 was chosen to be 
the cutoff point: any difference smaller than 0.05 was considered no change 
while any difference no smaller than 0.05 is treated as a change (or referred to 
as “a change of substantial size”). 
Table 4.6 lists Spearman correlation coefficients among components for 
the full sample both before and after the disfluency manipulation. The first row of 
each cell records pre-editing correlation coefficient and the second row shows 
post-editing correlation coefficient (any substantial increase (>=0.05) is marked 
red while any substantial decrease (>=0.05) is marked blue).  
Table 4.6 Spearman Correlation Coefficients for Components (N=250) 
Time Variable FL CP CH TS LG TR RL 
Pre- 






















































Post- RL       1.00 
Note. * FL=Fluency; CP=Comprehensibility: CH=Coherence; TS=Topic Sentence; 
LG=Logic; TR=Transition; RL=Relevance. 
Correlations between Coherence and its subcomponents (except Topic 




Comprehensibility and Coherence mostly show substantial correlations (0.62 – 
0.66) both before and after the editing. Comprehensibility’s correlations with 
other components remain unchanged after the editing except that between 
Comprehensibility and Relevance went down from 0.50 to 0.45 after the editing.  
Taking rater idiosyncrasy into consideration, Spearman correlations 
among components were examined at the individual rater levels. Table 4.7 
records the correlation coefficients among Fluency, Comprehensibility and 
Coherence and those between Coherence and its subcomponents regarding 
individual raters. Again, the first row of each cell records pre-editing correlation 
coefficient and the second row shows post-editing correlation coefficient.  
Table 4.7 shows that the patterns of component correlations for individual 
raters (except Rater A and E in some cases) are similar to those of the major 
matrix: correlations between Fluency, Comprehensibility and Coherence are 
generally substantial and sometimes in the low end of “very strong” range 
whereas correlations between Coherence and its subcomponents (except Topic 
Sentence) are generally very strong. 
After the manipulation, many of Rater B, C and D’s component 
correlations change within or slightly above the “substantial” range (0.51-0.69). 
Rater A and E are both deviant from the rest of the group: for Rater A, the 
disfluency editing raised all of her component correlations to the “very strong” 
category after the manipulation. Rater E shows her distinctiveness by having 





Table 4.7 Component Correlation Coefficients by Rater (N=50) 
Time Rater F*CP F*CH CP*CH CH*TS CH*LG CH*TR CH*RL 
Pre- A 0.72  0.61  0.53  0.85  0.87  0.74  0.67  
Post- A 0.75  0.78  0.80  0.86  0.91  0.88  0.88  
Pre- B 0.51  0.60  0.59  0.55  0.79  0.70  0.64  
Post- B 0.69  0.66  0.79  0.70  0.90  0.85  0.84  
Pre- C 0.65  0.57  0.70  0.71  0.94  0.92  0.87  
Post- C 0.59  0.42  0.60  0.51  0.95  0.86  0.90  
Pre- D 0.57  0.61  0.58  0.16  0.60  0.51  0.64  
Post- D 0.78  0.60  0.60  0.50  0.70  0.73  0.60  
Pre- E 0.59  0.54  0.75  0.51  0.93  0.89  0.77  
Post- E 0.60  0.36  0.35  0.54  0.77  0.77  0.39  
Note. * F=Fluency; CP=Comprehensibility: CH=Coherence; TS=Topic Sentence; 
LG=Logic; TR=Transition; RL=Relevance. 
 
4.3.4. MFRM Item Quality Control Statistics 
Cronbach Alpha statistics and Spearman correlation coefficients point to 
the distinctiveness of Comprehensibility and Topic Sentence: these two 
components would not bring down the Cronbach Alpha of the “test” if either of 
them was to be deleted; Topic Sentence also shows significantly lower 
correlation with Coherence than other coherence subcomponents. Therefore, 
item infit statistics were obtained in FACETS (Version 3.71.2) (Linacre, 2010) to 
further investigate these two elements.  
Before examining the infit statistics, it is necessary to see the “whole 
picture” of FACETS analysis by viewing the all-facet rulers for both pre- and post-
editing dataset (Figure 4.6. and Figure 4.7.). The all-facet ruler is also called the 
“map” because it allows all the studied facets to be viewed within the same frame 




equal-interval scale used to report estimates of probabilities regarding examinee 
ability, rater severity and item difficulty (Myford & Wolfe, 2000).  
Vertical = (1*,2A,3A,S) Yardstick (columns lines low high extreme)= 80,5,-
4,3,End 
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|Measr|+Examinee|+Rater |+Trait                                        |RATIN| 
|-----+---------+-------+----------------------------------------------+-----| 
|   3 +         +       +                                              +(60) | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|     | *       |       |                                              |     | 
|     |         |       |                                              | 55  | 
|   2 + *       +       +                                              +     | 
|     |         |       |                                              | --- | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|     | ****    |       |                                              |     | 
|     | *       |       |                                              | 50  | 
|   1 + **      +       +                                              +     | 
|     | ****    | 5     | Pre-TopicSS                                  |     | 
|     | **      |       |                                              | --- | 
|     | ****    |       | Pre-relevance                                |     | 
|     | *****   | 3     |                                              |     | 
*   0 * ******  *       * Pre-Coherence                                *     * 
|     | ****    | 4     | Pre-Comprehensibility  Pre-Logic             | 45  | 
:     :         :       : Pre-Transition                               :     : 
|     | **      |       |                                              |     | 
|     | ******  |       |                                              |     | 
|     | *       |       | Pre-Fluency                                  |     | 
|  -1 + *       + 1     +                                              +     | 
|     |         | 2     |                                              | --- | 
|     | **      |       |                                              |     | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|  -2 + *       +       +                                              +     | 
|     | *       |       |                                              |     | 
|     | *       |       |                                              | 40  | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|  -3 +         +       +                                              +     | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|     | *       |       |                                              |     | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|     |         |       |                                              |     | 
|  -4 +         +       +                                              +(35) | 
|-----+---------+-------+----------------------------------------------+-----| 
|Measr| * = 1   |+Rater |+Trait                                        |RATIN| 
+----------------------------------------------------------------------------+  
Figure 4.6. All-facet “Ruler” for the Pre-editing Data (N=1750) 
The measure of examinee’s ability is plotted in the second column labeled 
“Examinee” (an asterisk represents one examinee and the total is fifty). The top 




bottom shows the least able. The level of severity or leniency each rater 
exercised is shown in the third column labeled “Rater”. As all facets are positively 
oriented in this study, the lenient raters appear higher in the column and the 
severe raters appear lower. For example, Rater E (5) is the most lenient rater in 
both maps. The forth column shows item difficulty estimates. Easier items appear 
higher and the more difficult items appear lower. Fluency is the most difficult 
component in Figure 4.6, but as shown in Figure 4.7, Comprehensibility became 
the most difficulty item after the manipulation. 
As shown in the two maps, measures of both pre- and post-editing items 
and rater severity are distributed within the range of +1 to -1 on the logit ruler (the 
leftmost column), with the facets of examinee and item centered at 0. The 
overlapping range of item difficulty and rater severity with the measure of the bulk 
of the examinee population indicates that the scale descriptors well targeted the 






Figure 4.7. All-facet “Ruler” for the Post-editing Data (N=1750) 
The item separation reliability index is 0.97 for the pre-editing sample and 
0.95 for the post-editing data, meaning that the null hypothesis that all items have 
the same difficulty must be rejected. Table 4.8 records FACETS item quality 
control statistics for the full sample. Infit and outfit values of Comprehensibility 
(1.34 vs. 1.34) and Topic Sentence (1.40 vs. 1.47) are somehow beyond the 
upper control limit (1.30) for the post-editing ratings, indicating that they became 




|Measr|+Examinee|+Rater|+Trait                                          |RATIN| 
|-----+---------+------+------------------------------------------------+-----| 
|   3 +         +      +                                                +(60) | 
|     |         |      |                                                |     | 
|     |         |      |                                                | 55  | 
|     |         | 5    |                                                |     | 
|     | *       |      |                                                |     | 
|   2 + *       +      +                                                +     | 
|     |         |      |                                                | --- | 
|     |         |      |                                                |     | 
|     | **      |      |                                                |     | 
|     |         |      |                                                |     | 
|   1 + ***     + 3    +                                                + 50  | 
|     | ***     |      |                                                |     | 
|     | ****    |      |                                                |     | 
|     | ******  |      | Post-TopicSS            Post-relevance         |     | 
|     | *****   | 1    | Post-Coherence          Post-Logic             | --- | 
*   0 * ***     *      *                                                *     * 
|     | ******  | 4    | Post-Fluency            Post-Transition        |     | 
|     | **      |      |                                                |     | 
|     | ***     | 2    |                                                | 45  | 
|     | *       |      | Post-Comprehensibility                         |     | 
|  -1 + **      +      +                                                +     | 
|     |         |      |                                                |     | 
|     | ******  |      |                                                |     | 
|     | *       |      |                                                | --- | 
|     |         |      |                                                |     | 
|  -2 + *       +      +                                                +(35) | 
|-----+---------+------+------------------------------------------------+-----| 





Table 4.8 FACETS Quality Control Statistics for Component Analysis (N=250) 
 Pre-editing Post-editing 
Variable Msr. SE CorrPB Infit OutFit Msr. SE CorrPB Infit OutFit 
FLU -.76 .09 .47 .92 .96 -.29 .08 .50 .80 .80 
COMP -.18 .08 .41 1.10 1.22 -.72 .08 .39 1.34 1.34 
COH .07 .08 .51 .69 .69 .13 .08 .55 .70 .70 
TS .80 .07 .43 1.27 1.26 .49 .08 .46 1.40 1.47 
LOGIC -.12 .08 .47 .90 .92 .11 .08 .53 .91 .91 
TRANS -.21 .08 .50 .86 .87 -.11 .08 .52 .83 .84 
RELEV .40 .08 .49 1.07 1.05 .38 .08 .54 1.00 .98 
Notes. Msr. =Measure; SE=Standard Error; CorrPB=Point Biserial Correlation; 
Point biserial correlation in FACETS refers to single item - rest of the items correlation. 
The infit and outfit mean squares for Coherence are 0.69 before and after 
the editing, right at the lower-control limit of 0.70, suggesting that Coherence be 
rated in an overly predictable manner (Linacre, 2012).  
As difficult it is to explain large infit values (Linacre, 2012), FACETS does 
generate a table of unexpected responses to facilitate understanding large outfit 
mean squares (Figure 4.8.). Most pre-editing outlying ratings are from Rater A (1) 
and E (5); almost all post-editing outlying ratings are from Rater E (5). Most 





| Cat  Score  Exp.  Resd StRes| Num Exa N R N Trait                 | 
|-----------------------------+-------------------------------------| 
| 35    35    39.2  -4.2 -4.9 | 417 417 5 5 4 Pre-TopicSS           | 
| 60    40    37.2   2.8  3.4 | 311 311 5 5 4 Pre-TopicSS           | 
| 40    36    38.9  -2.9 -3.0 | 404 404 5 5 4 Pre-TopicSS           | 
| 55    39    36.6   2.4  3.4 | 413 413 1 1 1 Pre-Comprehensibility | 
| 60    40    37.2   2.8  3.4 | 419 419 1 1 1 Pre-Comprehensibility | 
| 60    40    37.4   2.6  3.1 | 419 419 1 1 3 Pre-Coherence         | 
| 60    40    37.3   2.7  3.4 | 419 419 1 1 5 Pre-Logic             | 
| 45    37    35.4   1.6  3.3 | 306 306 2 2 5 Pre-Logic             | 
| 55    39    36.8   2.2  3.0 | 404 404 4 4 2 Pre-Fluency           | 
|-----------------------------+-------------------------------------| 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
| Cat  Score  Exp.  Resd StRes| Num Exa N R N Trait                  | 
|-----------------------------+--------------------------------------| 
| 35    35    39.3  -4.3 -6.4 | 404 404 5 5 4 Post-TopicSS           | 
| 40    36    39.5  -3.5 -5.8 | 417 417 5 5 4 Post-TopicSS           | 
| 35    35    38.3  -3.3 -4.2 | 407 407 5 5 4 Post-TopicSS           | 
| 45    37    39.5  -2.5 -4.2 | 419 419 5 5 4 Post-TopicSS           | 
| 35    35    38.2  -3.2 -4.1 | 310 310 5 5 4 Post-TopicSS           | 
| 40    36    38.7  -2.7 -3.4 | 325 325 5 5 1 Post-Comprehensibility | 
| 35    35    37.5  -2.5 -3.2 | 313 313 5 5 1 Post-Comprehensibility | 
| 40    36    38.5  -2.5 -3.2 | 324 324 5 5 1 Post-Comprehensibility | 
| 45    37    39.2  -2.2 -3.1 | 425 425 5 5 1 Post-Comprehensibility | 
| 40    36    38.5  -2.5 -3.1 | 411 411 4 4 7 Post-relevance         | 
|-----------------------------+--------------------------------------| 
| Cat  Score  Exp.  Resd StRes| Num Exa N R N Trait                  | 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------+  
Figure 4.8. Unexpected Responses Reported in FACETS (N=250) 
For the post-editing responses, Rater E assigned five lower than expected 
scores to Topic Sentence and four lower than expected scores to 
Comprehensibility, all for different examinees (Examinee 310, 325, 313 and 324 
(OEPT3) and Examinee 425, 404, 417, 407 and 419 (OEPT4)). These scores are 








4.4. Difference in Rater Performance before and after the Editing 
 
4.4.1. Introduction 
The third research question is do rater agreement and reliability change 
after the disfluency manipulation. To answer this question, rater exact and 
adjacent agreement rate and Spearman rank (inter-rater) correlation coefficients 
output by SAS were examined besides FACETS rater quality control statistics. 
Removing disfluency markers does not affect Rater A, B, C and D’s 
agreement much except that Rater E shows lower than average agreement rates 
for more components (see Table 4.9). Spearman correlation coefficients show 
that the rater A, B, C and D’s inter-correlations show more positive effects than 
negative effects of the editing for all components except Fluency and Transition 
(see Table 4.10).  
Rater A, B, C and D’s internal consistency are good and stable while 
Rater E’s post-editing infit and outfit values go beyond the upper control limit 
(Table 4.11). Rater A and D versus Rater E show opposite bias patterns for 
Comprehensibility and Relevance, indicating possible different item order effects 
on these three raters (Table 4.12).  
 
4.4.2. Rater Exact and Adjacent Agreement 
Exact and adjacent rater agreement rates were compared between ratings 
of the pre- and post-editing responses (Table 4.9). Adjacent agreement refers to 




rater exact and adjacent agreement rate among Rater A, B, C and D; the 
agreement rate between Rater E and other raters is problematic for the ratings of 
the pre-editing responses and more so for the post-editing ratings.  
All exact and adjacent agreement rates among Rater A, B, C and D’s 
ratings of pre-editing NP responses are good: all are above 60%; out of the total 
of their 42 agreement rates, 38 are above 70% and 32 above 80%. More 
importantly, most agreement rates for ratings of the post-editing responses are 
not significantly different: all agreement rates are still above 60%; again out of 
their 42 agreement rates, 36 are above 70% and 27 above 80%.  
Rater E is again distinctive in that she is responsible for all the lower than 
average agreement rates (below 60%): for both pre- and post-editing NP 
responses, her agreement rates with the other raters are problematic for Topic 
Sentence and Relevance (mostly in the 0.20s and 0.30s); her post-editing 
agreement rates with other raters for Coherence, Logic and Transition are mainly 
in the range from 0.10s to 0.50s, also significantly lower than average. 
Table 4.9 Rater Exact+Adjacent Agreement Rate (%) (N=250) 
 FLU COMP COH LOGIC TS TRANS RELEV 
Rater 
Pair Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
AB 98 84 90 84 92 88 90 84 84 76 94 90 84 86 
AC 80 90 88 84 64 74 66 80 64 68 70 72 76 76 
AD 92 80 80 90 86 86 88 86 74 80 88 88 82 86 
AE 88 72 90 88 68 50 64 48 26 32 72 50 28 28 
BC 82 88 92 84 70 66 74 64 68 60 74 70 72 72 
BD 90 94 78 76 90 94 96 80 84 88 84 94 92 88 
BE 82 56 88 72 68 30 62 36 32 24 72 38 26 14 
CD 84 80 78 92 78 74 72 62 84 78 84 88 76 66 
CE 96 88 92 92 88 78 90 68 70 74 86 78 50 50 




Fluency and Comprehensibility display greater rater agreement than 
Coherence (and its subcomponents) for both pre- and post-editing responses: 
Exact+Adjacent rates for Fluency and Comprehensibility are all above 70% and 
mostly above 80%. Out of the total of 20 agreement rates, 18 before the editing 
and 15 after the editing are above 80%. Rater B* E and D* E are the only pairs 
showing significantly lower Exact + Adjacent agreement rates after the editing 
(56% and 50% respectively).  
The larger discrepancy rates for Coherence and its subcomponents are 
possibly due to lack of detailed level descriptions and the subjective nature. 
Nevertheless, the agreement rate for Coherence, Logic and Transition are still 
good: Exact+Adjacent rates are all above 60% and mostly above 70% for the 
pre-editing responses (23 out of the 30 rates); for the post-editing responses, 21 
out of 30 agreement rates are above 60%.  
 
 
4.4.3. Spearman Inter-rater Correlations at Various Strata 
Spearman inter-rater correlation was calculated for each component at the 
group level and for the intelligible sample, then for the OEPT3 and OEPT4 
subsets respectively. Davis (1971)’s coefficient descriptions were again used for 
interpreting the correlation coefficients (see Figure 4.5). 
Examination of inter-rater correlations for the full sample (Appendix E) 
found that most post-editing correlations are higher than pre-editing correlations 




So far, Rater E has displayed a distinct trend in more than one aspect: her 
pre-editing inter-rater correlations (except with Rater D) are among the highest 
(often above 0.50 and up to 0.78 with Rater C on Comprehensibility); however, 
her post-editing correlations generally show a marked decrease (see Appendix 
E); she accounts for most (9 out of 10) extreme step differences in Coherence 
and its subcomponents; she also claims almost all outlying Topic Sentence and 
Comprehensibility ratings; her component correlations among Comprehensibility 
and a few other components are significantly lower than average. In case that 
Rater E’s distinct behavior interferes with the analyses of the other four raters, 
her inter-rater correlation data were tallied separately.  
Once Rater E was out of the picture, the general positive effect of the 
disfluency manipulation on inter-rater correlations became clear: Rater A, B, C 
and D’s six inter-rater correlations in their Logic ratings of the post-editing NP 
responses are all higher than the pre-editing responses; for Comprehensibility 
ratings, this number is five; for Coherence ratings, four; for Topic Sentence and 
Relevance, three. 
The rater correlation analysis for the “intelligible sample” (Appendix F) 
supplemented the rater analysis at the group level. The results show more mixed 
effects of the disfluency editing due to mixed trends in Comprehensibility and 
Topic Sentence ratings. 
Rater correlation analysis was also conducted for the OEPT3 and OEPT4 
subsets (see Appendix G and Appendix H). Results from both OEPT3 and 




a generally positive effect on Rater A, B, C and D’ correlations for all components 
except Fluency and Transition.  
Therefore, three categories were created to summarize the effects of the 
disfluency manipulations on the inter-rater correlations: Positive Effect, Mixed 
Effect and Negative Effect. As Rater E’s statistics were tallied separately, this 
procedure only included Rater A, B, C and D.  
A case of Positive Effect means that a rater shows a larger number of 
higher post-editing correlations (than lower ones) for a particular component. For 
example, in Appendix E, Topic Sentence has two cases of positive effect (Rater 
B and D): Rater B has two higher post-editing correlations but only one lower 
post-editing correlation compared with his pre-editing correlations; Rater D has 
one higher post-editing correlation but no lower post-editing correlations.  
Similarly, a case of Negative Effect means that a rater displays a larger 
number of lower post-editing correlations for a certain component. For instance, 
in Appendix E, Topic Sentence shows one case of Negative Effect: Rater C is the 
only rater who has a greater number of lower post-editing correlations than 
higher ones for Topic Sentence (2 vs. 0).  
A case of Mixed Effect is not included in either Positive Effect or Negative 
Effect, where a rater has an equal number of increasing and decreasing post-
editing correlations compared to his or her pre-editing correlations for a 
component. For example, again in Appendix E, Rater A has an equal number (1) 
of higher post-editing correlation and lower post-editing correlation. Hence Rater 




Table 4.10 Positive, Mixed and Negative Effect of the Disfluency Editing on Inter-
rater Correlations at Four Data Levels 
 Full Intelligible OEPT3 OEPT4 
Variable POS MIX NEG POS MIX NEG POS MIX NEG POS MIX NEG 
FLU 0 0 4 1 0 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 
COMP 3 1 0 2 1 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 
COH 3 1 0 3 1 0 3 1 0 4 0 0 
TS 2 1 1 0 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 
LOGIC 4 0 0 3 1 0 4 0 0 3 0 1 
TRANS 0 1 3 0 1 3 0 2 2 1 0 3 
RELEV 3 0 1 3 0 1 4 0 0 1 0 3 
Total 15 4 9 12 6 10 17 5 6 15 2 11 
 
Table 4.10 shows a larger total of Positive Effects than Negative Effects of 
the disfluency manipulation on inter-rater correlations for all components except 
Fluency and Transition in all four analyses of the full sample, the intelligent 
sample, the OEPT3 and the OEPT4 subsets, indicating that the disfluency editing 
has a general positive effect on inter-rater correlations. However, inter-rater 
correlations for Fluency need to be discussed separately in that the disfluency 
manipulation has made it difficult to interpret any changes regarding Fluency. 
 
4.4.4. MFRM Rater Quality Control Statistics 
Rater quality control indices (Table 4.11) were extracted from FACETS 
output to cross-examine rater behavior. Rater separation reliability index is 0.99 
for the pre- and 1.00 for the post-editing data, meaning that the null hypothesis of 




squares suggest that internal consistency for Rater A, B, C and D are generally 
good both before and after the editing. It is Rater E’s internal consistency that is 
problematic after the disfluency editing.  
Rater B is the most severe rater while Rater E is most lenient for ratings of 
both pre- and post-editing responses. As the Rater facet is positively oriented, 
lower measures indicate greater severity whereas higher measures mean greater 
leniency. Five raters’ pre-editing measures are ranked as Rater B (-1.15) < A (-
0.91) < D (-0.23) < C (0.26) < E (0.80). Post-editing raters’ severity measures are 
ranked in a similar order except that Rater A and D’s positions have switched: 
Rater B (-0.69) < D (-0.15 < A (0.18) < C (0.99) < E (2.35). Rater B remains the 
most severe rater while Rater E is still the most lenient.  
Similar rater infit and outfit mean squares before and after the editing 
suggest that Rater A, B, C and D’s consistency across items/examinees are 
good and stable except Rater E.  
Similar to the item analysis, the upper control limit of 1.3 and the lower 
limit of 0.7 were applied in rater fit analysis. Rater A and D’s infit and outfit mean 
squares are stable in a good way (all close to 1), suggesting great internal 
consistency of these two rater’s ratings over time. Rater B and C’s infit mean 
squares are also stable but only slightly above the lower control limit of 0.70 
(between 0.70 and 0.80), indicating a slightly predictable trend. Rater E’s post-





Table 4.11 FACETS Rater Quality Control Statistics (N=350) 
 Pre-editing Post-editing 
Rater Msr. 
(Logit) SE CorrPB Infit OutFit Msr. SE CorrPB Infit OutFit 
A -0.91 0.08 0.43 1.13 1.10 0.18 0.07 0.45 1.02 1.02 
B -1.15 0.08 0.44 0.73 0.77 -0.69 0.07 0.49 0.70 0.71 
C 0.26 0.06 0.52 0.76 0.81 0.99 0.07 0.43 0.72 0.73 
D -0.23 0.07 0.29 0.97 1.05 -0.15 0.07 0.33 0.97 0.97 
E 0.80 0.06 0.49 1.26 1.24 2.35 0.07 0.34 1.60 1.60 
Note. Msr. =Measure; SE=Standard Error; COrrPB=Point Biserial Correlation; 
Point biserial correlation in FACETS refers to single rater - rest of the raters correlation. 
To help understand the source of rater misfit, FACETS bias analyses were 
performed. FACETS generates an estimate of the extent to which a rater is 
biased on an individual component (bias size measured in logits) and a 
standardized t-score of such bias size. Any t-score greater than 2 or smaller than 
-2 associated with a p-value smaller than .05 indicates significant bias. The 
direction of bias is also estimated. As rater is set as a positively oriented facet, a 
positive bias size/t-score indicates that the rater is more lenient than the model 
predicts while a negative measure means that the rater is harsher than the model 
predicts. 
Table 4.12 shows 18 significant rater-component interactions for pre-
editing and post-editing ratings together (notice that p-value in Entry 5 is .0501, 
right above the cutoff of .05 even though the t-score is -2.01; this entry was still 
included in this table to help interpret possible item order effect). Seven out of the 
eight pre-editing and half of the ten significant post-editing interactions involve 




For ratings of the pre-editing responses, Rater E versus Rater A and D 
show opposite bias patterns regarding Comprehensibility and Relevance: Rater 
E is consistently more severe than predicted for Comprehensibility and lenient for 
Relevance: the t-score for her bias on Comprehensibility is -3.32 and the 
associated p-value is 0.0017 (see Entry 6 in Table 4.12) and the t-score for her 
bias on Relevance is 5.99 and the associated p-value is 0.0000 (see Entry 1).  
On the contrary, Rater A and D are more lenient than expected for 
Comprehensibility and more severe for Relevance: Rater A’s t-score for her bias 
on Comprehensibility is 2.10 and the associated p-value is 0.0413 (see Entry 4) 
and the t-score for her bias on Relevance is -2.01 and the associated p-value is 
0.0501 (see Entry 5); Rater D’s t-score for her bias on Comprehensibility is 4.40 
and the associated p-value is 0.0001 (see Entry 2) and the t-score for her bias on 
Relevance is -3.53 and the associated p-value is 0.0009 (see Entry 7). 
Rater D and E still show the same opposite bias patterns in their post-
editing scores: Rater E is more severe than predicted for Comprehensibility and 
lenient for Relevance while Rater D shows the opposite pattern (see Entry 18 in 
Table 4.12 for Rater E’s bias/severity for Comprehensibility and Entry 9 for her 
bias/leniency for Relevance; see Entry 10 for Rater D’s bias for 
Comprehensibility/leniency and Entry 17 for her bias or severity for Relevance).  
Like Rater D, Rater A displays significant leniency for Comprehensibility in 
her post-editing scores (see Entry 11); however, her bias/severity for Relevance 
is present but not statistically significant when rating the post-editing responses: 




Table 4.12 Rater/component bias (significant bias only: p-value<.05) 
No. Rater Trait Bias Size (logits) SE (logits) t Prob. Infit  Outfit 
1 5 7 .99 .17 5.99 .0000 1.1 1.0 
2 4 1 .74 .17 4.40 .0001 .9 1.0 
3 1 1 .60 .19 3.16 .0027 1.2 1.3 
4 5 4 .34 .16 2.10 .0413 2.5 2.7 
5 1 7 -.40 .20 -2.01 .0501 .9 1.0 
6 5 1 -.58 .18 -3.32 .0017 .6 .6 
7 4 7 -.67 .19 -3.53 .0009 .8 .9 
8 3 1 -.80 .20 -4.07 .0002 .9 .8 
9 5 7* 1.88 .30 6.27 .0000 1.1 1.0 
10 4 1* 1.11 .18 6.07 .0000 .7 .7 
11 1 1* .58 .18 3.16 .0027 1.1 1.1 
12 5 5* .46 .20 2.24 .0294 1.3 1.3 
13 4 6* .37 .18 2.02 .0489 .6 .6 
14 2 4* -.39 .19 -2.08 .0431 .8 .8 
15 5 2* -.44 .18 -2.41 .0196 .6 .6 
16 4 5* -.59 .19 -3.10 .0032 .9 .9 
17 4 7* -.78 .19 -4.16 .0001 1.0 .9 
18 5 1* -1.29 .18 -7.06 .0000 1.1 1.1 
(Note. d.f.=49; Rater 1=A, 2=B, 3=C, 4=D, 5=E; Trait 1=Comprehensibility, 
2=Fluency, 3=Coherence, 4=Topic Sentence, 5=Logic, 6=Transition, 
7=Relevance; *=post-editing) 
As Comprehensibility is the first item on the rating sheet and Relevance 
the last item, such bias leads to speculation about possible effect of item order. 
The opposite directions of their bias/interaction may explain for low inter-rater 
correlations for Relevance (0.08 before and 0.19 after). Furthermore, the 




rater/item interactions for the post-editing ratings indicate that the disfluency 
editing has intensified such bias patterns. 
Rater C also shows significant bias/severity with Comprehensibility for the 
pre-editing ratings. In other words, Rater C and E are both predictably more 
severe on Comprehensibility when rating the pre-editing responses. This might 
explain for their high pre-editing inter-rater correlations for Comprehensibility 
(0.71). However, for the post-editing responses, Rater C no longer shows 
significant leniency on Comprehensibility.  
Rater E is also involved in several other significant biases: 1) for the pre-
editing rating, Rater E is harsher than expected for Topic Sentence; her infit and 
outfit mean squares are also large for this item (2.5 versus 2.7); for her post-
editing scores, she shows no significant bias on Topic Sentence but her infit and 
outfit mean squares for this item went up to 3.8 and 3.9 respectively, indicating 
serious inlier pattern(s) and unexpected outliers; 2) Rater D and E show opposite 
significant interactions for Logic when rating the post-editing responses (E is 
more lenient than predicted while D is more severe); and 3) Rater E is more 
severe than the model predicted on Fluency while D is more lenient on Transition 









In response to the tension between profusion of proficiency models and 
the need of empirical foundations to assess such models (Chalhoub-Deville, 
1997), this is the first study of its kind that explores the effect of removing all 
possible disfluency markers on component ratings, component relationships and 
rater behavior. It potentially adds to empirical foundations of proficiency 
components, contributes to the knowledge base of language testing and informs 
EFL/ESL teaching and learning as well as rater training.  
First of all, the fact that disfluency manipulation has in general not 
significantly affected ratings of other component, component correlations or rater 
performance offers evidences that disfluency may be a true, valid halo instead of 
a distractor, a “rating hurdle”. 
Secondly, contrary to the common practice of narrowing down the scope 
of fluency to utterance fluency (Housen et al, 2012), the researcher argues that 
fluency may exist at more linguistic levels than only the phonological. The reason 
that enhanced utterance fluency caused only limited gain in Fluency ratings can 
be that fluency needs to be also realized at linguistic levels other than 




supported by the proposition that it is difficult to quantitatively measure fluency 
based on surface disfluency markers (Fulcher, 1987; 2003) and demythifies the 
practice of focusing on utterance fluency in ESL teaching and learning.  
Moreover, “substantial” (0.51-0.69) was found to be a good descriptor for 
correlations among fluency, comprehensibility and coherence while “very strong” 
(0.71-0.99) well describes the correlations among coherence and its 
subcomponents except Topic Sentence. These findings first provide insight in 
that an English learner has to make all-round improvement to make a test 
response sound more comprehensible. Secondly, the results also contribute to 
the discussion about selection of proficiency components and coherence 
subcomponents for measurement: comprehensibility can be greatly variant 
depending on rater background; Topic Sentence may not be a good criterion on 
a speaking test scale; it may be wise not to use “logical order of ideas” as a 
subcomponent for coherence as the two can be difficult for raters to 
operationalize. 
Last but not least, the findings that removing all disfluency markers can be 
a valid research tool in that it does not deteriorate rater performance, that raters 
rated coherence and logic almost interchangeably, that there could be possible 
differing item order effects (for Rater A and D versus Rater E), that Rater A rated 
under an unknown halo effect, and that Rater E showed lower than average 
inter-rater agreement mainly regarding coherence and its subcomponents can 




In sum, this chapter discusses in detail the findings presented in Chapter 4: 
the three research questions were revisited and analyzed in context; particular 
findings of interest were brought up to attention; caveats of this study were 
presented and suggestions given for similar or follow-up studies in the future; 
implications of this study were discussed for proficiency component research, 
EFL teaching and learning as well as rater training. The chapter concludes by 
summarizing the essential discussions and reiterating the importance of empirical 
research in multiple linguistic levels of fluency. 
 
5.2. Discussion Related to Research Question One 
Research Question 1: Do ratings of fluency, comprehensibility, coherence and 
coherence subcomponents change significantly after pauses, false starts and 
repetitions have been removed in a speech?   
It was found that step differences between the ratings of pre- and post-
editing responses are significant at the full sample level, but generally 
insignificant for Rater B, C and D at the OEPT*Rater sub-levels except for 
fluency and transition ratings (it is worth noticing that Rater A, B, C and D 
together show a more uniform pattern while Rater E was identified with distinct 
rating patterns in multiple ways. Rater A was found to be rating under an 
unknown halo effect).  
First of all, limited contribution of better utterance fluency to gain in overall 
fluency ratings suggests that fluency may have to be realized at more linguistic 




At the full sample level, the mean score of fluency was pushed almost one 
step up the scale, even though fluency ratings show 65 zero changes and 15 
negative gains (mostly -1): Rater A, B and C’s mean Fluency scores go up one 
step and Rater E’s goes up almost one and half step (1.40). Rater D’s fluency 
ratings went up the least by 0.60 steps (for OEPT3s) and 0.20 steps (for 
OEPT4s). At the group level, the median step difference in fluency ratings is 
significant. At the OEPT*Rater sublevels, the step differences are also significant 
for all raters except Rater D.  
Nevertheless, being statistically significant does not equal significance in 
the real testing context: the mean Fluency score went up from 43.24 to 47.88 
after the editing, still below the cutoff (50). It suggests that raters actually expect 
improvement in aspects more than surface disfluency markers in order to rate the 
fluency of a test response as acceptable (50).  
 This finding also addresses the proposition that fluency is mainly about 
and can be measured by utterance fluency variables (Housen et al, 2012) and 
the previous finding that gain in fluency scores was supposed to be maximal after 
removing all three types of disfluency markers (speed, breakdown and repair) 
(Bosker et al, 2013). Rater D is a good counter-example: the step differences in 
her median scores for Fluency are insignificant or even minimal for both OEPT3 
and OEPT4 subgroups.  
Therefore, fluency being narrowed down to utterance fluency may be an 




aforementioned findings, the researcher argues that, just like accuracy and 
complexity, fluency may exist at more linguistic levels than phonological only.  
To think of it in another way, lack of fluency is often associated with 
disfluency markers possibly out of a practical need in measuring; the removal of 
disfluency markers itself does not lead to significant gain in Fluency proposes 
that fluency be more than what we can measure with such markers.  
This proposition is supported by Fulcher’s argument that it is difficult to 
quantitatively measure fluency based on surface disfluency markers (Fulcher, 
1987; 2003). As discussed in Chapter 2, fluency is considered by some 
researchers co-constructed by both the speaker and the listener. One naturally 
facilitates his or her listening comprehension by predicting what is going to be 
said. The lack of predicted syntactic completeness, morphological accuracy and 
appropriate or expected prosodic pattern can also contribute to lack of fluency 
(some researchers prefer to define them as proficiency components interacting 
with fluency). For example, frequently misplaced third person singular “s”, 
missing plural noun form “-s”, inaccurate formulaic sequences or even “unnatural” 
sentence stress or intonation would all diminish a listener’s impression of flow of 
language.  
Nevertheless, it is also possible that the insignificant gains in fluency 
scores were caused by trained OEPT raters’ tendency of rating under the effect 
of the OEPT scale: they could have rated fluency of the post-editing responses 
based on the general performance of an examinee. In this case, involving 




compare trained and untrained raters regarding their ratings and performance 
using the same experiment design to confirm the contribution of utterance 
fluency to general fluency scores.  
Secondly, the findings that disfluency manipulation has in general not 
significantly affected ratings of other component (as well as component 
correlations or rater performance) offers evidences that disfluency is a true, valid 
halo instead of being a “rating hurdle”. It is argued that in oral proficiency 
assessment settings, disfluency should generally be regarded as a reasonable, 
valid agent or proxy of proficiency due to its saliency and the found insignificant 
distraction it has in the rating process of other components (specifically 
comprehensibility and coherence in this study). 
Post-editing mean/median scores for comprehensibility (46.64 versus 45) 
rank the lowest among all components. Over 56% of comprehensibility ratings of 
the NP responses showed No Gain (concentrated in the categories of 0, -1). Step 
difference in the mean scores of Comprehensibility is significantly less marked 
(0.37) than in the mean score of fluency ratings (0.93).  
There are relatively more gains of +2 and +3 in coherence ratings than in 
comprehensibility ratings. The mean scores of Coherence and its 
subcomponents (except Topic Sentence) went up over half a step (0.64, 0.70, 
0.73 and 0.81) at the group level. However, at the rater*OEPT sub-levels, step 
differences in Rater B, C and D’s ratings are insignificant for comprehensibility, 
coherence and coherence subcomponents (except for transition ratings at 




When comprehensibility or coherence ratings did increase, it was not 
simply a result of halo effect associated with better fluency because, for the 170 
data entries where fluency ratings show a positive gain after the disfluency 
editing, comprehensibility ratings show 79 No Gains (46.47%) while the number 
of No Gains for Coherence ratings is 58 (34.12%)(see Table 4.4).  
Therefore, it is inferred that disfluency may not be an illusory halo that 
distracts raters from their normal rating behavior. Rather, it may be part of a valid 
representative of the overall proficiency of a speaker that naturally interacts with 
other proficiency components. The second rater of Examinee 8103 who claimed 
to have lost train of thought due to the excessive disfluency of the response may 
be an atypical case either associated with inadequate training or factors such as 
fatigue.   
Specific reasons behind the missing link between better utterance fluency 
and comprehensibility or coherence ratings in over one third of the ratings could 
be the topic of a follow-up study. One of the reasonable explanations can go 
back to the multi-level realization of fluency: while better utterance fluency does 
not mean improved fluency in that fluency at other linguistic levels than 
“phonological” is not realized, ratings of comprehensibility and coherence of a 
speech will not go up because they are supposed to interact with the ensemble 
of the multi-leveled fluency rather than utterance fluency. 
This reasoning can also explain why comprehensibility and coherence 
ratings show a marked positive trend only when Fluency scores went up three 




markers did have a significant effect on fluency score and/or 2) the part of 
fluency at other linguistic levels has already been realized; the removal of all 
disfluency markers completes the last step toward a fluency gain.  
Two additional reasons can be argued to account for the limited 
contribution of removing disfluency markers to comprehensibility:) more 
important comprehensibility factors such as pronunciation have not changed and 
2) the extra processing time offered by disfluency phenomena is actually taken 
away from the listener as a result of removing pauses, repetitions and false starts.  
The benefit of reduced distraction by disfluency markers to a listener’s ear 
could be partially offset by the loss of extra processing time that comes along 
with the pauses, false starts and so forth. Anderson-Hsieh and Koehler (1988) 
found that native listeners judge more accented speeches as faster speaking, 
indicating the need of extra time for listeners to process information in an 
accented speech and the benefit of an accented speaker slowing down. Munro 
and Derwing (1995) confirmed the association between lower comprehensibility 
scores and longer processing time.  
So far, the researcher has argued that fluency should be realized at more 
linguistic level than the only phonological level and that disfluency, as possibly a 
true halo, is actually part of a valid representative of overall proficiency. Such 
propositions and relevant research have potentially significant implications for 
ESL teaching and learning in that they demythify the belief and practice that 
better utterance fluency itself means better fluency, comprehensibility or higher 




The myth of utterance fluency has been popular among EFL teachers in 
China since the early 1990s. China started implementing its open-up policy in the 
late 1970s, which introduced English into school and college curricula. In the 
early 1990s, the craze of “studying abroad” (the major destination was the US) as 
shown in a popular Chinese TV show – A Native of Beijing in New York partly 
contributed to a bursting need of English speaking ability. Without knowing, 
communicative language teaching (CLT), all of a sudden, came in favor of 
English teachers and learners over traditional pedagogy of vocabulary and 
grammar drill.  
Nevertheless, the immense need of EFL pedagogy shift was encountered 
by a too large number of untrained teachers, limited teaching resources (such as 
class time and access to native speakers or audio-visual teaching materials) and 
the washback of unchanged focus on grammar and vocabulary in exams and 
tests. The compromise with reality made by English teachers as well as learners 
was that “fluency” (or to be more exact, utterance fluency) became a practical 
priority and focus in English learning: when expert guidance or intervention was 
not available, passionate and hard-working Chinese English learners persisted 
(and were encouraged by their teacher) in practicing speaking on their own.  
It used to be a common sight on every school and college campus 
throughout the 1990s and the early 2000s that students were reading English 
textbooks aloud or practicing monologue from break of dawn till breakfast time or 




sight. More affluent students might be equipped with a cassette tape player. For 
the majority of learners, an English textbook was all they had. 
The by-products of unguided speaking practice with limited audio input are 
relative utterance fluency coupled with internalized weakness in accent, prosody 
and grammar, etc. Such learners normally speak at a relatively fast pace, though 
intonations and stress are often off. If they make a repair, it happens at a fast 
pace, too. Syntactic fragment and grammatical mistakes are not a big concern for 
them out of an internalized belief that “fluent” speech production in terms of rate 
is the first priority and outweighs other language aspects.  
As a result, many Chinese university EFL instructors have encountered a 
substantial number of freshmen who spoke English relatively fast for the sake of 
being fast (they generally demonstrated little content organization or accuracy at 
multiple linguistic levels). These students were a serious challenge to EFL 
teachers: some teachers chose to live with what the students have got; yet 
others tried to convert the young students’ belief in their fluency/proficiency 
before any teaching plan could be executed.  
When I was teaching at Beijing Foreign Studies University, many of my 
freshmen students told me, “my high school English teacher said that I can speak 
very fluently and express my opinions with no problems at all”. Their teachers 
apparently were not considering listeners’ comprehension or proficiency 
assessment criteria when they said that to their students.  
Things have been changing fast in China, but long-held beliefs can take 




countries in the Expanding Circle as defined by Kachru (1992). Empirical 
evidences such as findings collected from this study could be a useful illustration 
to EFL practitioners and learners of the proper role of “utterance fluency” in 
fluency and its limited effect on making a speech more comprehensible. 
Last but not least, findings related to the first research question are 
valuable for the practical purpose of OEPT rater training. Two findings are 
reassuring for the OEPT raters regarding possible rater effect that might come 
with the unnatural stimuli materials: 1) except Rater E whose average step 
difference over the six (sub) components (not including Fluency) is up to 1, the 
other four raters’ average step difference is less than 1 and range from 0.26 to 
0.80. At the group level, each of these six (sub) components shows a step 
difference less than 1, ranging from 0.37 to 0.81. Even though such step 
differences are statistically significant, it is not a serious concern in real-life rating 
settings; 2) the raters’ judgment of comprehensibility is less susceptible than 
coherence (step difference of 0.37 vs. 0.70) to changes in entangling variables 
such as fluency. That is to say, even if there is any halo effect of better fluency 
for the post-editing dataset, Comprehensibility is basically “stubborn” and 
resistant to such an effect.  
Given the knowledge that disfluency manipulation has not affected their 
judgment of individual proficiency elements, all the five raters should have 
confidence in their reliability. However, caution can be used in some cases. For 
example, the step differences in Rater E’s Coherence, Logic and Transition 




such a pattern would enable Rater E to use extra caution when rating Coherence, 
Logic and Transition.  
To use Rater D as another example, the step differences in her 
component ratings are all less than half a step, indicating the relatively smaller 
effect the ameliorated disfluency has on her than on all other raters. However, 
her step difference in the OEPT4 group Fluency ratings (0.20) is significantly 
smaller than the step differences of all the other raters (around 1). As discussed 
earlier, this could indicate either unrealized fluency at linguistic levels other than 
phonological or possibly another type of Halo effect: the overall 
quality/proficiency level of a speech might have influenced Rater D’s judgment of 
individual proficiency components, therefore potentially compromising a more 
truthful presentation of proficiency components.  
 
5.3. Discussion Related to Research Question Two 
Research Question 2: Do correlations are between fluency, comprehensibility, 
coherence and coherence subcomponents change after the disfluency editing? 
Spearman correlation coefficients among Fluency, Coherence and 
Comprehensibility at the group level are mostly in the “substantial range” (0.62 ~ 
0.66 before and 0.60 ~ 0.71 after the editing) or at least close in value; the 
correlations among coherence and its subcomponents are in the category of 
“very strong association” for both pre- and post-editing ratings (Table 4.6).  
At the individual rater levels, Rater A’s component correlations show a 




up in the category of “very strong association” (0.70-0.99) while Rater E shows 
several coefficients significantly lower than average after the manipulation (see 
Table 4.7).  
Rater B, C and D are the “average” group whose component correlations 
mostly remain in the original categories after the disfluency editing, even though 
they also show substantial changes. For example, their correlation coefficients 
among Fluency, Coherence and Comprehensibility are mostly in the “substantial 
range” while their component correlations among coherence and its 
subcomponents are always very strong both before and after the editing, either at 
the group level or the individual raters’ levels. 
It is noteworthy that Rater E’s rating behavior needs to be interpreted 
separate from the other raters. For example, her negligible or even negative 
correlations between Comprehensibility and Logic/Relevance seem to suggest 
that her comprehension of the responses have nothing to do with Coherence of 
the speech. Given her bilingual background in Chinese, it is not surprising if 
Rater E was rating in a state like “it does not matter what the examinees say. I 
simply understand them”. In this case, caution should be used when including 
comprehensibility in a proficiency scale: how should rater background be taken 
into consideration when the scale is written? While raters can very likely have 
different language backgrounds, should comprehensibility of a response be 
excluded, included but minimized, or be warned about? This could an interesting 




Spearman Correlation matrices (see Table 4.6 and Table 4.7) suggest that 
“substantial” (0.51~0.69) is a good description of the correlations between 
Fluency, Comprehensibility and Coherence for the lower OEPT examinee 
population. The uniform magnitudes of association represented by correlation 
coefficients at the group level validate functionality of the scale descriptors: all 
five raters can rate fluency, comprehensibility and coherence reliably as a group 
using the scale both before the editing.  
More importantly, compared with extremely high correlations among 
analytic categories reported by Xi and Mollaun (2006) and Sawaki (2007), the 
proposition of “substantial correlations” among Fluency, Comprehensibility and 
Coherence is one step closer toward a “true” representation of correlations 
among proficiency components.  
Correlation coefficients between Coherence/Fluency and 
Comprehensibility are similar in value - mainly substantial and occasionally 
slightly strong - at the full sample level and individual raters’ levels, suggesting 
that Fluency and Coherence make about the same “substantial” but not 
significant contribution to Comprehensibility. This finding sheds light on what 
Hinofitis and Bailey (cited from Anderson-Hsieh & Koehler, 1988) means in 
reporting fluency as the “fourth important factor” of comprehensibility. In their 
1981 study of freshmen’s evaluations of nonnative TA’s recorded speeches 
found that fluency was ranked the fourth important factor in the freshmen’s 
evaluation of the comprehensibility, less important than pronunciation but more 




The finding is also meaningful to ESL/EFL learners or test takers by 
shedding light on how a English speaking test response can sound more 
comprehensible: fluency and coherence make about equal contributions. In other 
words, uneven development or prioritizing a certain aspect of proficiency would 
not be critically helpful in making a test response more understandable. 
Attentional resources have to be distributed to organizing a speech and taking 
care of the flow of language so that a test response can be made more 
comprehensible. Or, at least such awareness has to be implemented during 
practicing speaking. No matter what the learning strategy or priority is, the goal of 
ESL teaching, learning and testing ultimately and progressively should be about 
an all-round development of linguistic abilities. 
On the other hand, pre-editing correlations between Coherence and Logic 
and between Coherence and Transition are mostly very strong (except for Rater 
D) and become all very strong after the editing. Several possible factors could 
have caused such high correlation coefficients: raters’ difficulty in distinguishing 
between these constructs, inherently great contributions logic and transition 
make toward a coherent speech, lack of level descriptions and halo effect 
associated with better fluency.  
Moreover, raters’ different patterns of change in Spearman correlation 
matrices at the raters’ levels (see Table 4.7) could be caused by differing 
combinations of homogeneity degree, lack of level descriptions and Halo effect 
(Rater A, B and D have an increasing trend in most component correlations while 




Take the correlations between Fluency and Topic Sentence for instance: 
these two items are expected to show less association than average in that topic 
sentence is more like a test-taker ‘s strategy while fluency is about proficiency. In 
fact, test takers of both lower and higher proficiency ends can have a kind of 
topic sentence as a strategy to frame their response. For instance, four out of five 
raters’ mean scores of Topic Sentence are slightly higher for the OEPT3 
subgroup than the OEPT4 sample, unlike the general trend of lower mean scores 
associated with the lower proficiency group (OEPT3). 
However, test takers at the lower end tend to repeat a test prompt due to 
their lesser ability to produce content and less likely to develop the “topic”. On the 
contrary, a more proficient test taker might as well have a topic sentence or a 
less marked “topic”, but more likely provide details, examples or reasoning to 
further develop the topic. In this case, topic sentence is not a good measure of 
proficiency and should not show a strong correlation with the other proficiency 
measures such as fluency.  
With that being said, Rater E went to the extreme with a pre- correlation of 
0.27 and a post-correlation of -0.05 between Topic Sentence and Fluency at the 
rater*OEPT level. In contrast, Rater B’s correlation went up from 0.41 to 0.50 and 
Rater D’s went up from 0.03 to 0.43, both moderate. Rater A’s correlation 
between fluency and topic sentence increased from 0.58 to 0.81 (very strong) 
can be a good evidence of construct-irrelevant variance (possibly Halo effect 




The same can be said about the increase in Rater A and B’s correlations 
between Fluency and Relevance. These two items should also be deemed 
relatively independent: Rater C, D and E all show a substantial decrease to the 
range of 0.20 ~ 0.40 while Rater A and B show increases to 0.63 and 0.74. Such 
high correlations could again indicate a possible halo effect. 
To test the likelihood of halo effects, Linacre’s alternative FACETS 
analysis was adopted (Myford & Wolfe, 2004): all the seven components were 
anchored at the same difficulty level (I used the usual value of 0) and the 
analysis was rerun. The idea is that a rater showing halo would best fit the model 
which predicts no difference between component ratings (Myford and Wolfe also 
warn that traits can be conceptually distinct but do not differ in item difficulty). 
FACETS found that Rater A is the only best fit for both pre- and post-editing 
OEPT4 samples (pre- and post- infit and outfit are all 0.99), indicating that Rater 
A was rating the OEPT4s under an unknown halo effect at all times, not simply 
as a result of the disfluency manipulation. 
Secondly, as FACETS measures of post-editing Coherence and Logic are 
very close in value (.11 versus .13) and the infit values of Coherence are 0.69 
before and 0.70 after the editing (Table 4.8), indicating predictable patterns of 
rating, the possibility of Coherence being a redundant item was investigated.  
Raters’ difficulty in distinguishing between Coherence and Logic was 
confirmed by the sum of these analyses in 1) that many raters’ component 
correlations between Coherence and Logic are high in the 0.90s or very close to 




interchangeable (see Table 4.7); Rater C is an extreme case in that at the 
rater”OEPT levels, his pre-editing correlation between Coherence and Logic for 
the OEPT3s is 0.96 and 1 after the editing, meaning that his ratings of these two 
components are completely interchangeable and 2) that as suggested by Myford 
and Wolfe (2004), the percentage of equal scores for Coherence and Logic was 
inspected in the raw data. It was found that the percentage of equal scores for 
coherence and logic is higher than the percentages of equal scores between 
Coherence and its any other subcomponent: 77.2% before the editing (that 
means 193 equal Coherence and Logic ratings out of the total of 250 
observation), 77.6% after the editing (194 out of 250) and 59.6% both before and 
after the editing (149 out of 250). Put together, very close item difficulty, low fit 
indices, high component correlations and percentage of equal scores all suggest 
possible redundancy of Coherence/Logic.  
It would be a topic for another follow-up study to qualitatively investigate 
raters’ mechanisms in differentiating Coherence and Logic in order to find out 
more about raters’ differentiation between closely related proficiency components. 
However, it would seem wise for a scale developer to be cautious about including 
“logical order of ideas” as a subcomponent of coherence seeing the difficulty in 
operationalizability. 
Comprehensibility and Topic Sentence are the two “noisy” items in this 
study due to slightly larger than acceptable infit and outfit values. While Linacre 




outfit mean squares of these two components are both associated with Rater E 
(see Figure 4.8).  
Several findings point to Rater E as the major source of the large infit 
values for Comprehensibility. It could be possible that her comprehension of the 
NP responses has more to do with her distinct bilingual background in Chinese 
than intrinsic relationships between language dimensions.  
Rater E has nine lower than expected Topic Sentence ratings (see Figure 
4.8). In fact, the raw data show that most of Rater E’s Topic Sentence ratings do 
not change much: for the total of 50 speeches, she gives 60 to Topic Sentence 
on 20 speeches and 55 on 15 speeches (together 70%). In contrast, the other 
four raters altogether give four 60s and eighteen 55s to Topic Sentence before 
the editing. Apparently, Rater E uses a different scale for Topic Sentence since 
no written descriptors were provided: it is possible for her to assign 60 to the 
simple existence of a topic sentence and for another rater to assign 50 to the 
same case in that the topic sentence may contain a couple of grammatical errors.  
Comparing the pre- and post-editing scores, most of Rater E’s high Topic 
Sentence ratings did not change and most likely switch between 55 and 60 if 
they did change. Such a pattern suggests that Rater E’s ability to identify topic 
sentences was not affected by disfluency. This finding is linked to another finding 
that her comprehension of the NP responses was not much affected by the 
disfluency manipulation: she simply understood whatever an examinee was 




To test if Rater E was the sole significant contributor to the distinct 
behavior of the item Topic Sentence, a data set without Rater E was created and 
analyzed in both SAS and FACETS. SAS analysis found that Spearman 
correlations between Topic Sentence and Coherence (including other 
subcomponents) stayed about the same in the rerun - still the lowest among all 
Coherence subcomponents, suggesting distinctiveness of Topic Sentence as a 
coherence contributor even without the participation of Rater E.  
After Rater E was taken out, FACETS found Topic Sentence “fitting” the 
predicative model at the group level (infit and outfit mean squares are 1.13 and 
1.14 before the editing and 1.23 and 1.23 after the editing). At the rater*OEPT 
sublevels, however, infit and outfit values for Topic Sentence for the OEPT4s are 
1.28 and 1.36 before the editing 1.38 and 1.37 after the editing, suggesting that 
Rater E may be the sole contributor to the noisiness of Topic Sentence for the 
OEPT3 subgroup, but not so for the OEPT4s. The reason could be investigated 
by a follow-up study with a more in-depth qualitative examination of the 
transcripts of the response recordings. 
In fact, FACETS item quality control analysis provides more information 
than the quantitative methods currently employed in this study can explain for. 
For example, identified inlier patterns are very hard to interpret (Linacre, 2012). 
Future qualitative investigation may be needed to confirm the speculation that 
Rater E is the major source of large infit values (a particular rating pattern that 
does not follow the mainstream rating behavior or the scale) for 




5.4. Discussion Related to Research Question Three 
Research Question 3: Do rater agreement and reliability change after the 
disfluency editing? 
Rater A, B, C and D’s Spearman inter-rater correlations show general 
positive effect of the editing; their agreement rates and internal consistency 
generally remain stable and good after the editing. Such findings validate that 
disfluency is a true halo that does not distract the OEPT raters in their rating 
process and that disfluency manipulation is a feasible research tool that does not 
compromise rater performance, but on the contrary benefit inter-rater reliability 
among all raters except Rater E.  
Yet as no global rating of the overall proficiency was required, there would 
be no way to find out whether Rater E would show distinctiveness in her global 
proficiency ratings or not. It is possible that raters assign a same global score 
even if they go about judging analytic dimensions differentially. Therefore, it can 
be a topic of a follow-up study to find out more about the balancing mechanism 
between the overall score and analytic scores. For example, the detected 
possible different item order effect indicates that Rater E versus Rater A and D 
might be up to different kinds of balancing mechanisms in their rating. 
Among other reasons, Rater E’s bilingual background may have 
contributed to her distinct rating behavior. Lenient bias has been reported due to 
accent familiarity/rater sharing the same language background with ratees 




found that even L2 Chinese raters were significantly more lenient with L1 
Chinese test takers. 
However, studies on the effect of language background on rating behavior 
are few in number and findings often ambiguous (Zhang & Elder, 2011). NNS 
(non-native speaker) raters are reported as harsher than the NS raters (native 
speaker) in some studies (Santos, 1988) but more lenient in others (Hill, 1996). 
NNS raters are reported as more consistent than NS (Brown, 1995; Hill, 1996) or 
not as consistent as NS raters (Shi, 2001). Still, other studies show no difference 
between NNS and NS raters in terms of severity or consistency (Kim, 2009; 
Zhang & Elder, 2011).  
Zhang and Elder (2011) and Kim (2009) both found that the NS and NNS 
raters approach the construct of L2 oral proficiency differently: Kim (2009) 
reported NNS raters’ focus on more abstract or global characteristics versus NS 
raters’ focus on specific instances of language use and efficacy of the particular 
message. The researcher argues that such differences may be caused by either 
inadequate training for NNS teachers to assess performance in an EFL setting, a 
methodological matter that the NNS rater participants were not told that they 
should make their comments as specific as possible, or the non-feedback 
orientation of the NNS raters’ comments. 
Like Kim’s study (2009), Zhang and Elder (2011) also found that General 
Linguistic Resources is the most salient feature in NNS raters’ comments while 
the NS comments are more widely distributed across other categories of oral 




They attribute such difference to McNamara’s distinction between a weak and 
strong approach to performance evaluation (1996): the NS raters tended to use 
the strong approach to judge how well a test taker has accomplished a given task 
whereas the NNS raters took the weak approach to evaluate the test-taker’s 
underlying language ability as manifested through task performance.  
Other than rater background, rater effect and bias identified in this study 
could lead to interesting topics of follow up studies: Rater A displays strong halo 
effect both before and after the editing (her fit indices are close to 1 (0.99) for the 
“halo” model where FACETS predicts equal item difficulty for all test items); Rater 
A and D versus Rater E show opposite bias patterns for Comprehensibility and 
Relevance: Rater E is severe on Comprehensibility and lenient on Relevance 
whereas Rater A and D are lenient on Comprehensibility and severe on 
Relevance.  
It is not uncommon to find raters display opposite bias patterns for 
language traits or test taker groups (Wigglesworth, 1993; Schaefer, 2008). 
However, the reasons for the raters to show opposite bias patterns on 
tasks/language aspects (such as fluency, grammar, content and organization) 
were rarely discussed. Nor has research been reported on any follow-up study 
for such biases. 
In this study, as Comprehensibility is the first item on the rating sheet 
while Relevance is the last item, such bias may involve a possible effect of item 
order and shed light on individual raters’ rating mechanism: Rater E may start her 




last item while Rater A and D use a similar compensation strategy but in the 
opposite order. In this way, they could very likely arrive at the same global score 
after they finish listening to a response. It would also be interesting to find out 
how raters utilize such strategies when rating on a holistic scale versus an 
analytic scale. 
The possible dynamic balancing schemes may also reveal the first thing a 
rater hears, which he or she may even not be aware of. For example, McNamara 
in his 1996 study reported the overwhelming influence of grammatical accuracy 
on trained raters’ judgment of the communicative tasks, which the raters were 
unconscious of (cited from Schaefer, 2008). 
The findings about these raters’ behaviors can be meaningful for OEPT 
rater training, especially for Rater A who shows a strong halo effect and Rater A 
and D versus Rater E who show possible opposite bias patterns and the raters 
involved in the 18 significant biases on particular language traits. Both Schaefer 
(2008) and Wigglesworth (1993) reported improvement after raters received 
feedback of their bias patterns. The information from FACETS analyses can 
provide valuable feedback and training/retraining activities to relevant OEPT 
raters in order for them to use rating scales fairly and reliably. 
 
5.5. Limitations and Directions for Future Research  
Findings of a research could be generalizable only if the study is replicable. 
One major limit that affects the generalizability of this study is the small sample 




background of examinees (Chinese), five trained OEPT raters and 50 NP 
speeches. Any inference based on its findings may not be valid because outliers 
would have a strong influence on such a small sample size.  
Even though previous statistics suggest no difference in item difficulty or 
test form difficulty (Yang, 2010), the use of one single item (Newspaper Headline) 
out of the total of 10 items might be a pitfall for validity of the analysis given that 
tasks can demonstrate different cognitive demands.  
The advantage of involving trained OEPT raters is that they are familiar 
with constructs of the OEPT proficiency components. These raters can easily get 
the hang of rating tasks and thus reduce unnecessary rater variation. On the 
other hand, however, they might be rating under the influence of the OEPT scale 
instead of using the scales designed for this study. For example, Rater A is 
identified with possible halo effect: she may have associated a certain fluency 
level with a particular global proficiency level in OEPT, which possibly puts a halo 
on her ratings of all the other proficiency components. On the other hand, Rater 
D’s insusceptibility might also be a result of rating under the influence of the 
OEPT scale in the opposite direction: her impression of general performance on 
the OEPT might have dictated her rating of fluency even though it has been 
technically altered on the phonological level. Moreover, the possible balancing 
mechanism as shown by the different rating biases associated with item order 





The debate has been hot about the use of “expert” raters and “naive” 
listeners. One concern is that expert ratings “may or may not be a good indicator 
of how well the speaker communicates with ordinary listeners” (Bridgeman, 
Powers, Stone & Mollaun, 2012). It remains to be seen if undergraduate raters or 
untrained raters would make similar judgment as the trained OEPT raters did or 
not. 
Moreover, the exclusive Chinese cultural background of test takers is 
another limitation that may keep inferences from being extendable to English 
learners of other cultural origins. In a nutshell, a future study utilizing more test 
tasks, English learners of different nationalities and trained as well as untrained 
raters may lead to better generalizability.  
One concern regarding generalization is the dynamic system of 
proficiency components (Larsen-Freeman, 2009). According to Larsen-Freeman, 
not only the dimensions of proficiency change over time, but the ways the 
components interact and trade off with each other and with the environment also 
change with time. Such a proposition invites a future study on whether findings of 
the current study can also describe a population at other proficiency levels. For 
example, will correlations between fluency, comprehensibility and coherence still 
be “substantial” for more proficient OEPT test takers? 
A second major limit of this study is the exclusive use of quantitative 
methods given the exploratory nature of the study. Evidences support that a mix 
of qualitative and quantitative methodology would provide more in-depth 




Elder, 2011; Brown, Iwashita & McNamara, 2005). In fact, the nuanced rater 
differences found in this study call for targeted/pre-designed qualitative methods 
more than just frequency counts of salient features in written comments. For 
example, The association between Rater E’s distinctiveness and her background 
has to be confirmed by targeted qualitative investigation. A follow-up study could 
use targeted verbal protocol or think-aloud methodology (Brown, Iwashita & 
McNamara, 2005; Douglas, 1994) to compare raters of different linguistic 
backgrounds or rating experience in their rating of a specific linguistic dimension 
before and after an intervention.  
For a follow-up study on the effect of language background on rater 
leniency or component salience, raters with different language backgrounds can 
be asked to make think-aloud reports about “What linguistic feature do you hear 
first on this speech? Is it good or bad?” or questions like “what do you think 
makes this test taker pass or not pass?” 
As discussed earlier, it is unknown whether or not Rater E would show the 
same distinctness if a global score had been required. As difference has been 
reported regarding how NNS and NS raters approach the construct of oral 
proficiency (such as Zhang and Elder (2011) and Kim (2009)), a specific study 
can focus on comparing NNS and NS rater performance regarding rating analytic 
dimensions of oral proficiency versus global proficiency to investigate the effect 
of rater linguistic background on raters’ rating profiles. 
To test if Rater A and D versus Rater E’s opposite bias patterns 




last item) are simply coincidental or under a possible item order effect, a future 
study can replicate the current study but move the rating items out of its existing 
order to examine possible changes in bias patterns for individual raters. Besides, 
guided feedback can be given to raters involved in a study before their rating 
behaviors are examined for any positive effect of such feedback.  
A third limitation is the number and design of proficiency components 
involved. The current study mainly investigated fluency, comprehensibility and 
coherence (Coherence subcomponents were not examined in several cases due 
to their subjective nature and lack of level descriptions).  
Looking back, the inclusion of coherence subcomponents such as logic 
with no provision of scale has been a design flaw: while by “logic” the researcher 
meant to exclusively refer to the argumentative part of speech and “coherence” 
refers to the general organization or arrangement of ideas, raters might have 
construed “Logic” broadly or interpreted “coherent” as “logical”. If one has to 
google search “what is coherence?” The first definition Google gives is “the 
quality of being logical and consistent” followed by the second definition “the 
quality of forming a unified whole” (Google). It could also have helped if I had 
listed in the scale descriptors or the rating instructions example of Coherence 
factors such as arrangement of ideas in the order of time, space and importance. 
This learned lesson will be of useful reference value for future research related to 
scale development and writing up of rating instructions. 
Some major proficiency categories were not investigated in this study. For 




make a major focus in the performance assessment as well as research: while 
Coherence and its subcomponents count toward sub-categories of content, more 
factors can be evaluated such as amount, sophistication and accuracy of ideas 
and task fulfillment. (see Appendix A for more about content evaluation on the 
OEPT Analytic Scale). In this way, future interaction studies should be 
encouraged to tap different facets of proficiency components.  
 
5.6. Conclusion 
To the best of my knowledge, this study is the first of its kind to explore the 
effects of removing all possible disfluency markers on proficiency component 
ratings, component performance and rater behavior. Several findings of this 
study shed light on the construct of proficiency components and provide valuable 
information to the OEPT rater training. Utterance fluency was found to have 
made only limited contribution to gain in fluency, comprehensibility and 
coherence scores possibly due to unachieved fluency at linguistic levels other 
than phonological. The correlations were found to be “substantial” between 
fluency, coherence and comprehensibility for the lower proficiency OEPT test 
takers. Raters’ concepts of coherence and logic are found to be almost 
interchangeable sometimes. This study also touched upon possible item order 
effect on raters’ bias pattern or balancing mechanism. 
In view of the aforementioned findings and their implications to the 
knowledge base of second language acquisition and assessment studies, a 




multiple linguistic levels. The current study has laid a first stone toward the 
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Appendix B.  Rubrics of Comprehensibility, Fluency and Coherence. 
 
Comprehensibility: 
60 --  I can perfectly understand what the speaker is saying with ease. No listener effort 
is required. 
55 --  I can understand what the speaker is saying with occasional or minor adjustment 
which still feels natural. Little listener effort is present. 
50 --   I can understand what the speaker is saying with some adjustment. I start to feel 
my effort occasionally but it is acceptable. 
45 --  Occasionally it is hard to understand what the speaker is saying but I can still 
make guesses that I believe is correct. 
40 --  What the speaker is saying gets more difficult to understand. I have to guess the 
meaning sometimes and am not sure if I was right or not. 
35 --  Sometimes I am totally lost about what the speaker is saying. 
 
Fluency: 
60 --  The speaker has the flow of language and speech rate like a native speaker. 
Occasional pauses, false starts or restarts make me feel natural.  
55 --  The flow of language and speech rate is very good. Occasional long pauses, false 
starts or repetitions may sound unnatural but I still think that the speaker is highly fluent. 
50 --  Generally the language flows. Sometimes long pauses, false starts or repetitions 
may sound unnatural or disturbing. I think the speaker is generally fluent. 
45 --  Sometimes the speaker makes disturbing hesitations or the speech rate draws my 
attention to the speaker’s fluency issue. I think the speaker’s fluency is not stable. 
40 --  The speaker makes multiple disturbing hesitations or excessive long pauses, false 
starts or repetitions. Or the speaker maintains a relatively fast speech rate by 
compromising pronunciation or grammar, etc. 
35 --  The speech rate, long pauses, false starts or repetitions are generally disturbing.  
 
Coherence: 
60 --  The speaker organizes the speech in an efficient and natural manner.  
55 --  The organization of the speech is very good. No effort is required to follow the 
development of ideas. 
50 --  Generally the speech is organized. I can still follow the development of ideas 
though occasionally I need to make efforts in doing so. 
45 --  Attempts at connecting or organizing the speech. The speaker succeeded in most 
of the attempts but I can hear that occasionally he or she lost it. 
40 --  Attempts at connecting or organizing the speech. The speaker succeeded in some 
of the attempts though the speech still sound quite disjointed in general. 







Appendix C. NP Prompts on the First Version of OEPT 
Form 1 Item 6  
The Classroom Goes Virtual:  Web-based Courses in the Final Approval Stage  
Students will soon be able to take classes without leaving their residence halls.  
In the near future, foreign students may be able to enroll as students at Purdue 
without leaving their native countries. Do you think that taking college courses 
on-line is a good way to study?  Why or why not? 
 
Form 2 Item 6  
Undergraduate Science Class Enrollment Swells to a record high 400 
At public universities in the United States, introductory classes in science and 
math tend to be much larger than classes in English, history, or art.  Do you 
believe that class size affects the quality of education?  Why or why not? 
 
Form 3 Item 6  
Community Service Added to List of Undergraduate Requirements 
The Committee on Undergraduate Requirements is now considering community 
service as a requirement for graduation.  The new requirement would oblige 
students to volunteer in a community service program for at least 40 hours during 
their junior or senior year.  Do you think this is a good idea?  Why or why not? 
 
Form 4 Item 6  
University Increases Funding in Music and Arts --  More Classes will be offered 
The Committee on Undergraduate Requirements is now considering adding 
required courses in music and art for all undergraduates. The most popular 
undergraduate programs at the university are programs in sciences, engineering, 
and technology.  Should undergraduate students studying in the sciences be 
required to take music and art classes?  Why or why not? 
 
Form 5 Item 6  
Soon, Second Language Classes Necessary for All US High School Students 
The United States is one of the only countries in the world that does not 
encourage or require high school students to study a foreign language.  Do you 
think foreign language courses should be required for American high school 




Form 6 Item 6  
College Students Mentor Local Kids:  Program Encourages Interaction 
Recently a cooperative program has been established between the university 
and area elementary schools to bridge the gap between young adults and 
children.  Do you think that university students should be involved in programs 





Form 7 Item 6  
Shortage of Housing Creates Problems for New Students 
Given the increase in undergraduate and graduate enrollments, finding a place to 
live on campus has become more and more difficult.  Should the university build 
more on-campus housing for students?  Why or why not?  
 
Form 8 Item 6  
 
One Hundred New Faculty to be Hired for Intro Classes 
The president of the university has proposed hiring one hundred new faculty to 
teach introductory undergraduate classes.  The new faculty would replace the 
teaching assistants who currently hold those positions.  Do you believe that 
having faculty teach undergraduates will improve the quality of education at the 






Appendix D. Sample of PRAAT text files and textgrid files 
01 (P) (0.0:4.44160957455) 4.441 
a 12 i think it is necessary to learn a se/(4.44160957455:7.52144733819) 3.079 
 
02 (P) (7.52144733819:8.00186771357) 0.48 
e 7 second language in high school (8.00186771357:10.6527587135) 2.65 
 
03 (P) (10.6527587135:11.3767134865) 0.723 
e 9 because today is a world village (11.3767134865:13.8131311045) 2.436 
 
04 (P) (13.8131311045:14.3707618974) 0.557 
e 17 we had to communicate with other people all over the world 
(14.3707618974:18.3203963442) 3.949 
 
05 (P) (18.3203963442:19.0839215837) 0.763 
   (FP) <uh> (19.0839215837:19.4393894135) 0.355 
e 11 not everyone in the world can speak English (19.4393894135:22.1122857357) 
2.672 
 
06 (P) (22.1122857357:23.1331790334) 1.02 
   (FP) <uh> (23.1331790334:23.5654500175) 0.432 
   (P) (23.5654500175:24.0716071988) 0.506 
e 12 if you want to make business with other country (24.0716071988:27.9407070077) 
3.869 
 
07 (P) (27.9407070077:28.3610748361) 0.42 
e 6 it is very useful (28.3610748361:30.2174490759) 1.856 
 
08 (P) (30.2174490759:30.6807115808) 0.463 
e 8 if you can speak other language (30.6807115808:32.936971558) 2.256 
 
09 (P) (32.936971558:34.1637593023) 1.226 
e 1 so (34.1637593023:34.6613375483) 0.497 
 
10 (P) (34.6613375483:35.0216528298) 0.36 
e 12 i think it is very important in high school (35.0216528298:38.3879196779) 3.366 
 
11 (P) (38.3879196779:38.76539283) 0.377 
e 2 to learn (38.76539283:39.3230236229) 0.557 
 
12 (P) (39.3230236229:39.7777071925) 0.454 
e 7 how to speak second language (39.7777071925:41.8056601377) 2.027 
 
13 (P) (41.8056601377:42.6120800536) 0.806 
   (FP) <uh> (42.6120800536:43.1782897817) 0.566 
   (P) (43.1782897817:44.1048147914) 0.926 





14 (P) (45.5117601764:46.0179173576) 0.506 
u 3 learn new cul/(46.0179173576:47.0850295522) 1.067 
 
15 (P) (47.0850295522:47.4281869631) 0.343 
u 2 culture (47.4281869631:47.9686598855) 0.54 
 
16 (P) (47.9686598855:48.5348696136) 0.566 
e 4 when you study (48.5348696136:49.6758680051) 1.14 
 
17 (P) (49.6758680051:50.1562883805) 0.48 
u 4 second language (50.1562883805:51.0313397785) 0.875 
 
18 (P) (51.0313397785:51.4946022834) 0.463 
   (FP) <uhm> (51.4946022834:51.8120228885) 0.317 
e 10 i think it's it is very interesting (51.8120228885:53.9577621687) 2.145 
 






Appendix E. Spearman inter-rater correlations by Component (N=50) 
 
(A post-editing correlation coefficient is marked red if it is substantially higher 
(difference>0.05) and blue if substantially lower (difference>0.05).) 
 
Table A.1 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Fluency (N=50) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C Rater D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.20 0.19 
0.71 
0.47 
Rater D    1.00 0.29 0.44 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.2 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Comprehensibility (N=50) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C Rater D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.33 0.41 
0.71 
0.51 
Rater D    1.00 0.41 0.27 






Table A.3. Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Coherence (N=50) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C Rater D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.29 0.21 
0.62 
0.39 
Rater D    1.00 0.34 0.15 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.4 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Topic Sentence (N=50) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C Rater D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.46 0.48 
0.55 
0.56 
Rater D    1.00 0.46 0.46 
Rater E     1.00 
Table A.5 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Logic (N=50) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C Rater D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.24 0.27 
0.70 
0.20 
Rater D    1.00 0.26 0.08 






Table A.6 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Transition (N=50) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C Rater D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.32 0.20 
0.65 
0.46 
Rater D    1.00 0.19 0.19 
Rater E     1.00 
 
 
Table A.7 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Relevance (N=50) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C Rater D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.16 0.15 
0.43 
0.16 
Rater D    1.00 0.08 0.19 






Appendix F. Spearman inter-rater correlations by Component for the Intelligible 
Sample (N=45) 
Table A.8 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Fluency (Intelligible Sample) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.14 0.10 
0.66 
0.43 
Rater D    1.00 0.27 0.35 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.9 Inter-rater Correlations on Comprehensibility (Intelligible Sample) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.21 0.19 
0.65 
0.46 
Rater D    1.00 0.30 0.15 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.10 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Coherence (Intelligible Sample) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.15 0.15 
0.55 
0.32 
Rater D    1.00 0.14 0.05 






Table A.11 Inter-rater Correlations on Topic Sentence (Intelligible Sample) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.49 0.50 
0.47 
0.54 
Rater D    1.00 0.45 0.54 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.12 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Logic (Intelligible Sample) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.13 0.23 
0.67 
0.24 
Rater D    1.00 0.14 0.03 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.13 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Transition (Intelligible Sample) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.25 0.18 
0.60 
0.38 
Rater D    1.00 0.12 0.14 






Table A.14 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Relevance (Intelligible Sample) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.08 0.18 
0.33 
0.11 
Rater D    1.00 -0.04 0.21 







Appendix G. Spearman Inter-rater Correlations (OEPT3) (n=25) 
Table A.15 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Fluency (OPET=3) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 -0.03 0.19 
0.70 
0.34 
Rater D    1.00 0.23 0.43 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.16 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Comprehensibility (OPET=3) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.23 0.46 
0.57 
0.40 
Rater D    1.00 0.47 0.20 
Rater E     1.00 
Table A.17 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Coherence (OPET=3) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.14 0.18 
0.47 
0.38 
Rater D    1.00 0.38 0.06 







Table A.18 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Topic Sentence (OPET=3) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.34 0.35 
0.48 
0.44 
Rater D    1.00 0.60 0.10 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.19 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Logic (OPET=3) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.01 0.17 
0.54 
0.11 
Rater D    1.00 0.18 0.09 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.20 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Transition (OPET=3) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.22 0.12 
0.57 
0.51 
Rater D    1.00 0.01 0.04 







Table A.21 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Relevance (OPET=3) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 -0.15 0.05 
0.46 
-0.02 
Rater D    1.00 0.00 0.21 









Appendix H. Spearman Inter-rater Correlation (OEPT4) (n=25) 
Table A.22 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Fluency (OPET=4) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.08 0.09 
0.63 
0.29 
Rater D    1.00 0.18 0.39 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.23 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Comprehensibility (OPET=4) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.27 0.36 
0.73 
0.60 
Rater D    1.00 0.29 0.30 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.24 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Coherence (OPET=4) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.41 0.23 
0.76 
0.38 
Rater D    1.00 0.28 0.22 






Table A.25 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Topic Sentence (OPET=4) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.64 0.60 
0.65 
0.63 
Rater D    1.00 0.32 0.72 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.26 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Logic (OPET=4) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.39 0.39 
0.82 
0.28 
Rater D    1.00 0.32 0.09 
Rater E     1.00 
 
Table A.27 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Transition (OPET=4) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.37 0.30 
0.72 
0.34 
Rater D    1.00 0.32 0.30 







Table A.28 Spearman Inter-rater Correlations on Relevance (OPET=4) 
(pre-) 
(post-) Rater A Rater B Rater C 
Rater 
D Rater E 












Rater C   1.00 0.41 0.24 
0.40 
0.35 
Rater D    1.00 0.10 0.19 
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